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From the Dean

From the Editors
This year, Elizabeth Toomey has joined 
Ursula Cheer, and replaced Richard Scragg 
on the editorial team. Many thanks 
to Richard for his sterling work on the 
Newsletter for the last 10 years. Richard’s 
popularity as a teacher has meant that so 
many of you have stayed in touch with the 
Law School. Please don’t stop! We do hope 
you continue to share your stories with the 
new(ish) editorial team.

The Newsletter follows a familiar format, 
with news of the continuing achievements 
by alumni, students and staff, both in New 
Zealand and overseas. Of particular note in 
this edition are a collection of stories from 
our Maori alumni which have their own 
unique perspective. 

Once again, we are extremely grateful for 
the many fascinating contributions you, 
our alumni, have made to this publication. 
We are also greatly indebted to our Copy 
Editor, Fiona Saunders, who helps us put 
each edition of the Newsletter together.

And furthermore, we seek contributions 
from you all for next year’s edition. Tell us 
about yourselves, whether in New Zealand, 
or offshore.

Contact Elizabeth or Ursula at email:
Elizabeth.Toomey@canterbury.ac.nz
Ursula.Cheer@canterbury.ac.nz

or

Editors
School of Law Newsletter
Faculty of Law
University of Canterbury
Private Bag 4800
CHRISTCHURCH

Fax: 03-364-2757
Visit the Law School Website at:
http://www.laws.canterbury.ac.nz/

One of the decided benefits 
of working in a law school 
as good as this is the 
opportunity it gives to 
meet alumni, staff and 
students of remarkable 
ability who have made a 
significant contribution not 
only to the legal profession 

but to other walks of life. It is of course always 
an invidious task to identify particular staff, 
students or alumni, but the reunion which we 
held for those members of the School of Law who 
had graduated in 1965 and the years preceding 
produced a gathering of outstanding men and 
women who have made notable contributions 
to the law and other areas of endeavour in which 
they have been engaged. The fact that the Law 
School was able to assemble in one place and at 
one time no fewer than eight judges, six retired 
judges, a former Minister of the Crown, the former 
Mayor of Timaru and a former Chancellor of the 
University of Canterbury, to say nothing of a 
number of Queen’s Counsel and other eminent 
legal practitioners, gives some impression of the 
contribution which the graduates of the School 
have made to the professional and civic life of 
New Zealand. 

While one can look with some satisfaction on 
the achievements of our alumni, this should 
not obscure the often exceptional achievements 
of current and recent staff and graduates. The 
elevation of Professor John Burrows to the rank 
of Queen’s Counsel was a particular cause for 
celebration in late 2005, not only because nobody 
could think of a more deserving recipient, but 
also because it is the first time that a serving 
academic has been called to the Inner Bar. The 
award to Professor Stephen Todd of the Fleming 
Memorial Prize in Tort Law confirms what many 
of us have known for a long time: that Professor 
Todd is a pre-eminent torts scholar not only 
nationally but internationally. Liz Toomey was also 
part of the team of authors responsible for New 
Zealand Land Law which was awarded a special 
prize in the best book category by the Legal 
Research Foundation. After taking a First in her 
LLM, Sacha McMeeking was awarded the Ngata 
Centenary Doctoral Scholarship to enable her to 
pursue a PhD in tikanga Maori and the protection 
of intellectual property.

Any mention of student successes this year must 
include Rosara Joseph who not only managed 
to secure a Rhodes Scholarship for herself but 
also a silver medal for mountain biking in the 
Commonwealth Games. The Canterbury mooting 
team of Colin Fife, Justin Wall, James Shaerf and 
Janna McGuigan swept all before them in this 
year’s competitions and finished by representing 
New Zealand at the Jessup International Law 
Moot Court Competition in Washington DC. 

In addition to these very specific 
accomplishments, staff of the School of Law 
have continued to be extraordinarily prolific 
in terms of their published scholarly output 
and general contribution to legal research 
through presentation of conference papers 
and participation in professional activities. 
Although limitations of space preclude a blow-
by-blow recitation of all the work published by 
staff members of the School, they have been 
responsible, either individually or in conjunction 
with others, for the publication of no fewer than 
twelve books and a multitude of chapters in 
books, articles, commentary and case notes. From 
this it will be apparent that research is  
alive and well in the Law School both in quantity 
and quality.

This year has seen a relatively stable staffing 
situation in the School, but there have been some 
comings and goings. We have said farewell to Dr 
Alex Conte who has left to take up a Readership 
at the University of Southampton, and we are 
about to say goodbye to Dr Andrew Stockley 
who will assume the position of Senior Tutor at 
Brasenose College, Oxford. We wish both Alex 
and Andrew well in their new positions. To the 
staff we welcome Dr John Hopkins and Karen 
Scott. John comes to us from the University of 
Waikato and is teaching Public Law, Legal System 
and European Union Law, while Karen has arrived 
recently from the University of Nottingham and 
teaches International Trade Law, International 
Environmental Law and Public International Law. 
We bid them welcome and hope that their time in 
the School will be both enjoyable and profitable.

Scott Davidson
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Academic Staff 

In the past year the department has 
once again embraced a number of 
challenges and changes to research 
and staff.

Karen Scott has joined the School of Law as a 
senior lecturer. Karen has an LLB and an LLM 
in Environmental Law from the University of 
Nottingham. Her teaching and research interests 
include International Environmental Law, 
Maritime Law, International Trade, and Public 
International Law. Previously a law lecturer at the 
University of Nottingham, Karen was a visitor to 
the Law School in 2005 while on study leave from 
Nottingham and in March 2006 she was a visiting 
academic at the Centre for Law in its international 
context at the University of Sheffield. John 
Hopkins joined the School of Law staff in 
February 2006 from the University of Waikato. 
John is teaching in Public Law, Legal System and 
European Union Law.

As a result of the 2005 UC Academic Promotions, 
Adrian Sawyer and Neil Boister were promoted 
to the rank of Associate Professor and Alex Conte 
was promoted to the rank of Senior Lecturer above 
the bar.

In September 2006, the Hon Mark Burton 
announced that Professor John Burrows has 
been appointed as a Commissioner of the 
Law Commission for a period of 5 years. John 
has lectured at Canterbury since 1967 and was 
appointed a Professor in 1974. He was Pro-Vice-
Chancellor from 1992-1998, and Deputy Vice 
Chancellor for 1999-2000. John takes up his 
new appointment early in 2007. His retirement 
has been greeted with mixed feelings by his 
colleagues at the School of Law, who will miss his 
wise counsel and collegiality immensely, but who 
remain delighted for John at the appointment.  
(The next newsletter will seek and feature tributes 
to John and his period of remarkable service to the 
University).

In February 2006 Simon Dorset completed the 4th 
edition of Butterworths Student Companion: Public 
Law. John Burrows published A Journalists’ Guide to 
the Law, 5th ed 2006. Nicky Richardson published 
Nevill’s Will Drafting Handbook (Co-authored). 
Philip Joseph published ‘The Higher Judiciary 
and the Constitution: A View from Below’, in Rick 
Bigwood (ed) Public Interest Litigation, Wellington, 
LexisNexis, 2006. Duncan Webb contributed to 
Ethics Professional Responsibility and the Lawyer 
2nd edition and New Zealand Legal System 4th 
edition. Chris Gallavin completed Chapter 4 
in Global Governance and the Quest for Justice 
Brownsword (ed) The International Criminal 
Court: Friend or Foe of International Criminal 
Justice? and a chapter for ‘ICC Investigations and a 
Hierachy of Referrals: Has Genocide in Darfor been 

predetermined”? Ashgate (forthcoming 2006).

Richard Scragg was appointed the Dean’s 
representative to sit on the Council of Legal 
Education, is a member of the NZQA Committee 
for developing a Unit Standard for Law as a 
secondary school subject, and was appointed 
to the Board of Governors, College House, 
Christchurch

In August 2005, Ursula Cheer presented a two 
day seminar on Marketing and Advertising Law 
in Auckland. In May 2006, she gave a lecture to 
Mass Communication students on censorship 
and in July 2006, she presented a paper on the 
law relating to marketing to children and youth, 
also in Auckland. Ursula appeared on TVNZ’s 
‘Breakfast’ programme in June 2006, being 
interviewed about the law of sedition and later 
the same day, was interviewed on the same topic 
by Kathryn Ryan for Radio New Zealand’s ‘Nine 
to Noon’ programme. This was followed up with 
an article for the Press newspaper, later the same 
month.

Chris Gallavin is Editor of the New Zealand Armed 
Forces Law Review and Review Editor of the New 
Zealand Yearbook of International Law.

Elizabeth Toomey and her co-authors won a 
special book prize from the Legal Research 
Foundation Annual Writing Awards for New 
Zealand Land Law (Brookers) 2005, she is a 
headnote writer of New Zealand Conveyancing and 
Property Reports, and a member of 2 subcomittees 
of the Legal Aid Review Panel. In April 2006, 
Elizabeth chaired the LexisNexis Property Advisors’ 
Conference in conference at which she also 
presented a paper.

Duncan Webb is a member of the Canterbury 
District Law Society Council (CDLS), the New 
Zealand Law Society (NZLS) Ethics Committee 
and Chair of the CDLS Ethics Committee. Duncan 
Webb is currently working with the NZLS on new 
rules of professional conduct.

Philip Joseph appeared as counsel in the High 
Court at Auckland (October 2005), in Christchurch 
(June and August 2005) and in the Supreme Court 
of Fiji (April 2006). Philip advised the Department 
of Justice, Human Rights Consultation 
Committee, Victoria, Australia on the Victorian 
Government’s proposal to adopt a Bill of Rights 
based on the New Zealand model. He briefed the 
Secretary for Justice and the Inter-departmental 
group of public servants. Philip presented a paper 
at the New Zealand Legal Research Foundation 
Conference “Law, Social Policy and the Role 
of the Courts”, in Auckland (August 2005). 
He also spoke at the Centre for Comparative 
Constitutional Studies Conference, “Legislatures 
and the Protection of Human Rights for the 
University of Melbourne (July 2006). Philip has 
been awarded the Canterbury Visiting Fellowship 
to the University of Oxford for the period 23 April 

– 3 June 2007.

John Burrows presented seminars for the 
Journalists’ Training Organisation, the Legislative 
Advisory Committee, Fairfax Newspapers, Legal 
Research Foundation and the Parliamentary 
Counsel Office. He also presented lectures for CPIT 
Broadcasting School and the University Council 
and served on the panel to appoint the Dean 
of Law at Victoria University. John Burrows was 
awarded the Herbert Smith Visiting Fellowship to 
University of Cambridge. Simon Dorset returned 
to Papua New Guinea for two months as an 
Advisor to the Legal Training Institute in Port 
Moresby. The Institute is Papua New Guinea’s 
equivalent of the IPLS and College of Law ‘profs’ 
courses. Simon’s work is funded by Australian 
Aid as part of the PNG Law and Justice Sector 
development project.

In 2006, Ursula Cheer replaced John Black as the 
Departmental representative on the Academic 
Board. Simon Dorset has joined the University 
Teaching and Learning Committee. 

Duncan Webb hosts the School of Law Seminar 
Series and has joined the Research Committee, 
the Human Ethics Committee and co-Chairs 
the Discipline Committee. Chris Gallavin is 
Director of the LLM in International Law and 
Politics Programme, and is the coach of the 
2006 Jessup Cup Mooting Team and the New 
Zealand Commonwealth Law Mooting Team 
which competed in London in 2005. Elizabeth 
Toomey is on the University Appeals Committee 
and presented a paper for UCTL at the “Showcase 
for Innovative Teaching”. In March 2006 Richard 
Scragg was appointed Associate Dean, Academic, 
and therefore sits on the Academic Committee 
and Academic Programmes Committee. He is a 
member of the University Entrance Committee 
and chaired the committee on Access by Under 
Represented Groups and wrote the committee’s 
report. John Burrows has joined the committee 
to consider staffing issues in the College of 
Humanities and is a member of the internal PBRF 
panel.

For the 2005 – 2006 Rotary year, Richard Scragg 
is the Director of International Service for the 
Garden City Rotary Club. Duncan Webb is a 
columnist for Avenues Magazine and writes the 
ethics column for Family Advocate. Chris Gallavin 

Karen Scott John Hopkins
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delivered papers to the University of the Third 
Age, and Workers’ Education Association (WEA). In 
2006, Ursula continued her acting career, playing 
not one, but three characters the Ira Levin play, 
‘Veronica’s Room’. This was an adult thriller in 
which Ursula lost count of the number of criminal 
offences committed both on and off stage. She 
followed this immediately after with a children’s 
comedy, an adaption of the Princess and the Pea, 
in which she played Queen Hermione, the mother 
of Prince Dave, the Eligible. Ursula had to wear 
a total of four wigs in these plays, the last two 
being blue and purple!

John Burrows is Patron of the NZ Media Law 
Association and is an Honorary member of the 
Golden Key Society. He was also nominated for 
the most valued player on the staff team in the 
Gerry Orchard Staff-Student cricket match.

Chris Gallavin married his partner Heather in 
February 2006. Nicky Richardson is a trustee for 
Pompallier House, Akaroa. In 2005, while on a 
Rotary visit to the Sakai South End Club in Osaka, 
Japan, Richard Scragg found himself embroiled 
in a tug of war with a deer. This occurred at the 
Todai-ji Temple at Nara. The deer was determined 
to take Richard’s floor plan of the temple from 
him. Richard lost the bout and the deer ate the 
floor plan.

Administration 
Team
130 years of the law degree at Canterbury

2007 is a significant milestone for the University 
of Canterbury School of Law, marking 130 years 
since the LLB degree was introduced at Canterbury 
University College. Special events will take place 
throughout the year involving alumni, staff and 
students. Details will be publicised on the School 
of Law website throughout 2007. 

Associate Professor Jeremy Finn will research and 
produce a written history of the Law School to 

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Law) Professor Scott Davidson, left, 
and UC Foundation Chairman Colin Averil congratulate 
Taryn Welsh.

commemorate the occasion. If any previous staff 
or students have memorabilia or information that 
may assist with this project, please contact the 
Law School.

First Alumni Reunion Scholarship granted

Law School alumni who graduated in 1965 and 
earlier and the Canterbury District Law Society 
have generously donated enough funds to the UC 
Foundation to establish a law student scholarship, 
called the University of Canterbury School of Law 
Undergraduate Scholarship.  The first recipient of 
this scholarship was Taryn Welsh from Blenheim, 
enrolled for a double degree in Law and Science.  
Taryn will receive full fees for her first year of study 
and half fees for her law courses in subsequent 
years. Colin Averill, head of the UC Foundation, 
is seeking further donations to ensure the 
continuation of this prestigious scholarship. 

New look for School of Law Website 

You may have noticed that the School of Law 
website now has a new look, making it easier to 
read and to find the information you require. If 
you have not already seen it, our website www.
laws.canterbury.ac.nz contains links to Law School 
and staff contact details, maps, news, seminars, 
publications and information on law study and 
scholarships.

Graduate recruitment

The Law School welcomes contact from 
employers looking for summer clerks, interns 
or law graduates. Students are alerted to these 
opportunities by email, through our website and 
by notices. This service is available during the 
traditional law recruitment period in March, April 
and May and beyond. If you are an employer and 
wish to take advantage of this, please contact 
the School of Law at any time of the year and we 
will do our best to make students aware of any 
opportunities in employment.

Visitors
As part of the 2006 Law Faculty Seminar Series, 
the Deputy Prime Minister the Hon Dr Michael 
Cullen presented a frank and informative seminar 
for the School of Law on 21 July. Dr Cullen was 
wearing his Attorney-General “hat” for the 
occasion and gave a seminar on the role and 
functions of the principal law officer of the Crown. 
He was accompanied on his visit by law alumna 
and local MP Lianne Dalziel. 

Further guest speakers who participated in 
the seminar series include: Glenys Godlovitch, 
Professor of Community Health Sciences 
and Office of Medical Bioethics, speaking on 
‘Healthcare Law Developments in the Canadian 

Supreme Court’; Richard Devlin, Dalhousie 
School of Law, speaking on ‘The duty to consult 
aboriginal people: a Canadian perspective’; 
Stacy Caplow, Brooklyn Law School, speaking 
on ‘The “Crisis” in US Asylum Adjudication’; Dr 
Andreas Schloenhardt, University of Queensland, 
speaking on ‘The Palermo Convention on 
Transnational Organized Crime’; Richard Dawson, 
Victoria University of Wellington, speaking on 
‘Mending Fences: Law and Integration – Law 
and Literature meets Law and Economics’; 
Steven Price, Victoria University of Wellington, 
speaking on ‘Official Information’; Julian Webb, 
University of Warwick, speaking on ‘Trends in 
regulating the legal profession: Clementi and EU 
developments’; Stephen Franks, Chapman Tripp, 
speaking on ‘Lawyers: Defenders of Liberty or 
Agents of Conformity’; Stefan Talmon visiting 
from University of Oxford presented a seminar 
to staff titled ‘The Security Council as World 
Legislature’; Nan Seuffert, Waikato University, 
spoke on ‘Disclosure of Interests in Securities: A 
Comparative Analysis of the regulation of Swap 
Agreements’; and Professor Mark Heneghan, 
‘Lawyers in Family Law – Who needs ‘em?’.

New Zealand’s first female speaker of the House 
of Representatives, Ms Margaret Wilson, visited 
the School of Law in August 2005 and gave Public 
Law students a unique insight into the workings 
of Parliament. Her presentation was part of the 
Public Law Visitors programme arranged by Philip 
Joseph, who also hosted Chief Ombudsman John 
Belgrave and Joanne Moore, Crown Law.

Richard Scragg hosted Judge Bob Wolff, Bernard 
Robertson, Editor of the NZ Law Reports and 
NZ Law Journal, and Gilbert Hay, Youth Court 
Advocate, who each presented to Legal System 
students and Liz Toomey hosted David Howman, 
Director General of WADA (World Association for 
Anti-Doping), a guest lecturer for her Law and 
Sport class.

Ursula Cheer arranged a visit by Dr Andrew 
Kenyon, the Director of the Centre for Media and 
Communications Law, School of Law, Melbourne 
University, in September 2005. Andrew presented 
a seminar on a large scale comparative empirical 
study of defamation laws in Australia, the US and 
the United Kingdom.

Hon Dr Michael Cullen
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International Perspectives

Alex Conte on the New Zealand 
Law Foundation International 
Research Fellowship
At the very end of 2004, having just returned 
to New Zealand after a four-month research 
fellowship at the Centre for International and 
Public Law at the Australian National University, 
I was very fortunate to be awarded the New 
Zealand Law Foundation International Research 
Fellowship. Although I was aware of the 
prestigious status of the Fellowship, I did not fully 
appreciate the path along which it would help 
me travel. Awarded to a successful applicant from 
throughout the New Zealand legal community, 
the Law Foundation Fellowship opened a number 
of doors, which in turn opened others, and so 
on. From a lecturer and PhD graduand I now find 
myself 18 months later a member of the Advisory 
Panel of Experts to the UN Special Rapporteur on 
counter-terrorism, and an Associate Professor at 
one of the United Kingdom’s most highly ranked 
law schools. To put it mildly, the last year and a 
half has been a blast!

That is not to say, however, that I haven’t done 
at least a little hard work along the way, with a 
reasonable amount of fun and exhilaration to 
balance things out. The first half of 2005 involved 
a great deal of preparation in establishing a 
concrete programme for the conduct of the 
International Research Fellowship, undertaking 
a comparative analysis of the interface between 
counter-terrorism and human rights (as between 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United 
Kingdom). Visiting fellowships were arranged, 
secondments negotiated, research assistants 
appointed, and a host of logistical matters 
finalised. Of more substance, but no less time 
consuming, the aims and objectives of the 
formerly proposed Fellowship project had to be 

carefully fleshed out with a series of realistic 
goals established. As a trade off for the Law 
School releasing me to work and travel overseas 
so shortly after returning from the Australian 
National University, the first semester of 2005 
also saw me undertake a full year’s complement 
of teaching.

In June 2005 I set off for what was to become a 
series of visiting fellowships and secondments, 
never staying in one city for more than eight 
weeks, and often less. I undertook visiting 
fellowships at the University of New South Wales 
in Sydney, Australia (in association with the 
Law School’s Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public 
Law), the University of Alberta in Edmonton, 
Canada (in association with the Law Faculty’s 
Centre for Constitutional Studies), and the 
University of Leeds, England (in association with 
the Law School’s Centre for Criminal Justice), 
where I worked with academics in the field, gave 
presentations on work in progress, and met 
and worked with research assistants in each 
jurisdiction. These visiting fellowships were aimed 
at helping me to get to grips with the law and 
jurisdictional peculiarities of each country.

From academic fellowships, I moved to 
professional secondments. In providing generous 
funding and thereby creating otherwise 
unaffordable opportunities to work and live 
overseas for the purpose of undertaking a 
single research project, it was important to 
me that the opportunities afforded by the Law 
Foundation Fellowship should be utilised to gain 
both academic and professional perspectives 
on the subject of research. To that end, I was 
fortunate enough to secure a secondment 
with the Terrorism Prevention Branch of the UN 
Office on Drugs and Crime in Vienna, where I 
was involved in technical assistance work on the 
implementation of counter-terrorism measures, 
and in the preparation of reports on discreet 
issues including the incitement to terrorism and 
the promotion and protection of human rights 
while countering terrorism. In Israel, I undertook 
a project at the International Policy Institute on 
Counter-Terrorism with the Executive Director of 

the Institute, looking at the practical and policy 
issues involved in assessing the means by which 
human rights compliance is to be achieved when 
countering terrorism. December 2005 and January 
2006 saw me working at the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights in Geneva, 
assisting in the commencement of the mandate 
of the newly appointed UN Special Rapporteur on 
counter-terrorism.

By February 2006 I was back in New Zealand, 
a little weary, a little wiser, but even more 
enthusiastic about the Fellowship project and the 
opportunities it was presenting. By May 2006, 
I had given ten presentations in six different 
countries, I had written a stand-alone title 
published by the International Policy Institute 
on Counter-Terrorism, a chapter in a German 
publication on international security, three 
articles (one each in Australia, Canada and New 
Zealand), four reports for the United Nations, and 
two advisory papers to the New Zealand Ministry 
of Justice.

I should mention, of course, that working hard 
called for a good dose of playing hard too. 
Many weekends were spent traveling to nearby 
destinations, or exploring the unfamiliar cities in 
which I was working. Excursions were reasonably 
plentiful and assuredly diverse: from diving in the 
Red Sea surrounded by the shores of the Sinai, 
Israel and Jordan, to floating in the Dead Sea with 
its 35% salinity; learning to throw a boomerang 
in the Blue Mountains of Sydney, to trekking in 
Canada’s Rocky Mountains and secretly hoping 
to see a grizzly bear; walking amongst the 3,000 
year-old pyramids of Giza in Cairo, to visiting 
the halls of the Louvre in Paris beneath its own 
contentious glass pyramids; touring the highlands 
of Scotland, to visiting friends in Holland’s lands 
below sea-level.

At the time of writing this piece, I am completing 
a further period of consultation work with the 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human 
Rights where I am finishing two further reports 
(one a study of Australia’s counter-terrorism laws 
and the compliance of these with international 
human rights, and the other that will essentially 
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stand as the Office’s position paper on human 
rights and terrorism). The major outputs of the 
project are yet to come. In January 2007, a book 
is to be published on counter-terrorism and 
human rights in New Zealand. Through a contract 
with international publisher Springer Verlag, a 
much larger text will be completed by early 2008, 
entitled Counter-Terrorism and Human Rights in 
the Commonwealth.

The New Zealand Law Foundation International 
Research Fellowship has created tremendous 
opportunities which, with some work and 
with the support of various people including 
colleagues at the University of Canterbury, have 
helped me learn much and taken me far. I am 
particularly indebted to Fiona, Julie, Heather and 
Scott, and look forward to maintaining active 
contact with the Law School.

Dr Alex Conte 
Reader in Law, University of Southampton

International Criminal Law 
under the spotlight
A regional response to international crime was 
debated at an international law conference held 
recently at the University of Canterbury.

Organised by the University’s International Law 
Group, the Regionalising International Criminal 
Law Conference from 18-20 August brought 
together 35 academics and practitioners from 
around the world interested in the problems and 
prospects of regionalising international criminal 
law.

On the agenda were issues ranging from the 
need for a Pacific criminal court, to protecting 
children in armed conflict, and counter terrorism 
measures for the Asia-Pacific region. Speakers 
brought an international perspective to the 
debate, with discussions on domestic prosecution 
for war crimes in former Yugoslav countries, the 
importance of the European Court of Human 

Rights and the legacy of the Special Panel for 
Serious Crimes in East Timor. 

The opening keynote address, on “Regions 
and International Criminal Law”, was given 
by Professor William Schabas, Director of the 
Irish Centre for Human Rights at the National 
University of Ireland, Galway. Professor Schabas is 
a leading international criminal and human rights 
lawyer who served on Sierra Leone’s Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission from 2002 to 2004. 
His visit to New Zealand was partly sponsored by 
the New Zealand Law Foundation.

The second day focused on the Pacific with 
Professor Tony Angelo from Victoria University 
and His Excellency, Bernard Narokobi, the High 
Commissioner for Papua New Guinea, outlining 
what was legally possible in the Pacific region. 
They brought to bear a wealth of experience of law 
reform in the region and a deep insight into the 
current nature of the financial dependency of the 
region upon outside donors.

Conference organisers, Associate Professor Neil 
Boister and Dr Chris Gallavin (Law), said they 
were very pleased at the progress made over 
the weekend. “A goal of the conference was to 
get a critical mass of specialists from different 
disciplines together to talk in an uninhibited 
way about a tightly focussed issue: regionalising 
international criminal law. In this regard the 
conference was highly successful,” said Professor 
Boister. “The topic is very novel and, while at the 
outset there was some confusion about what 
regionalising international criminal law entailed, 
by the end of the conference there was a tangible 
sense of progress in the clarification of the 
issues.” 

“We think most of the delegates agreed that 
while regional courts and jurisdictions might 
be useful in respect of transnational crime, it 
seemed more appropriate to leave jurisdiction 
over core international crimes to the International 
Criminal Court,” said Dr Gallavin. “To some extent 
we were very fortunate to be able to capitalise 
on a developing research interest in regionalism 
in the Law School, where Dr Kennedy Graham is 
currently involved in a two-year study on various 
models of regional governance for the region.” 

(Clockwise from left) Professor Tony Angelo from Victoria University, Dr Chris Gallavin, Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Law) Professor 
Scott Davidson, Associate Professor Neil Boister and Professor William Schabas, Director of the Irish Centre for Human 
Rights at the National University of Ireland.
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Having just arrived in New Zealand 
and beginning my studies for  the 
Master of International Law and 
Politics (ILAP) at University of 
Canterbury, I had the opportunity to 
participate in the 44th Graduate Study 
Programme of the United Nations at 
the Palais des Nations in Geneva, 3-21 
July 2006.

Dr Chris Gallavin, supervisor of the ILAP 
Programme, presented to our class details of 
the seminar organised by the United Nations 
Information Service in Switzerland. I read through 
the conditions of being bilingual in French and 
English and a graduate from somewhere in the 
world and at first thought that it would be a bit 
crazy coming half way round the world from 
Europe to New Zealand and then applying to go 
back to Europe for three weeks. However, I did and 
I am really glad that I have done it. 

Andrea Roth, a fellow German Masters student 
from UC School of Political Science and 
Communications, and I sent our application 
away. However planning to travel around the 
globe once again did not only include the 
application for the Programme. We also had to 
apply for a scholarship, organise our course work 
at Canterbury and make arrangements for our 
travel back to Europe. We received tremendous 
assistance from the Schools of Law and Political 
Science. Eventually, we were both chosen to 
participate in the Graduate Study Programme, 
together with 84 other masters students from 
48 different countries. Fortunately we also had 
the chance to quickly visit our families back 
in Germany and to get used to Europe’s warm 
weather without the winter rain and snow we had 
left behind in Christchurch.

The title of the Graduate Study Programme 

“The United Nations: A Time for Renewal” made 
me expect a seminar about the Reforms of the 
United Nations. I thought we would discuss the 
reform process that has been taking place and 
that is still in progress, including a critique of 
the Organisation and future steps that are being 
planned. Well, we did but differently from what I 
would have thought.

The Programme was organised in such a way 
that we had presentations in the morning from 
subdivisions and organisations working in and 
for the United Nations like UNAIDS, WFO, UNHCR, 
OCHA, WTO and UNICEF. Some of them were really 
interesting and well prepared, but some of them 
were not. Most presentations did not really focus 
on the topic of the Programme, but gave more 
of a general overview. Nevertheless, it was still 
possible to piece together a picture of the United 
Nations and its “Reform” through listening, 
questioning and discussing with the speakers and 
participants of the Programme. 

In the afternoon, we had three separate working 
groups in Economic and Social Development, 
Environmental Issues, and Human Rights. The 
aim was to draft a final report at the end of 
the three weeks. Andrea and I both decided to 
participate in the group for Human Rights and 
had the chance to listen to some more detailed 
presentations in this field of the United Nations. 
We had an impressive moderator in the Human 
Rights Group, who gave us a personal insight 
of the Organisation, by telling us about his 
experiences working for the United Nations, his 
own expectations and frustrations.

We also had the opportunity to listen to the first 
Special Session of the Human Rights Council, the 
first big step of the reform process in the United 
Nations. The Special Session was called to discuss 
Human Rights in Palestine and other occupied 
Arab Territories. It was interesting to walk into the 
conference room, and to watch and listen to the 
delegates orating on the international floor; the 

interpreters, the time limits, and the discussions 
and bureaucratic obstacles that occurred.

It appeared that 21 members of the Human Rights 
Council, itself only created in April this year, had 
requested the Special Session on Friday June 30th 
but it could not meet immediately due to the 
fact that the United Nations in Geneva do not 
operate during the weekend and there were no 
rooms available at the beginning of the next week 
because of an ECOSOC meeting in the Palais de 
Nation. 

It was then considered to be held during a lunch 
break but was finally held on Wednesday 5th of 
July. That day the Session had to be interrupted, 
despite its urgency of the issue, because the 
translation service could not continue after 6.30 
pm. However a result was finally reached the next 
day. 

To have the opportunity to see all these 
appearances “live” and in place was unique. 

I am grateful that I had the chance to meet people 
from all over the world. A girl from Lebanon 
was also participating in the Programme, which 
took place during the first bombings of Israel 
on Lebanon. Out of that situation, we discussed 
the actual occurrences in the world, the United 
Nations response and the effect on her life, as 
well as the effect on ours. In regard to this, we 
experienced the bureaucracy of the Organisation 
when we tried to add an open letter to the final 
report of the Programme. We wanted to express 
our irritation about the slow process of the 
United Nations reform. Through this we learned 
about the work involved in attempting reform 
or renewal: the enthusiasm and frustration; and 
the ability to discuss, bring people together, 
express ideas and stand up for them, and finally 
the ability to reach a consensus or not to. Again, 
to have had the opportunity to experience these 
circumstances is unique, and I am therefore 
thankful. 

I learned a lot about the United Nations and its 
work involved with the reform process. Moreover, 
during these three weeks I realised myself, that it 
is: A Time for Renewal.

Britta Nuemann

44th Graduate Study Programme -  
“The United Nations: A Time for Renewal”
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The School of Law offered the country’s first animal 
law paper as a summer school course in December 
2005. Dr Ian Robertson lectured the paper which 
introduced students to the principles, issues and 
legislation in the rapidly developing area of animal 
law. The course attracted 35 students, in excess 
of the law school’s expectations. In the highly 
interactive course students explored the history 
and development of animal law, then focused on 
the practical application of contract, tort, crimi-
nal, statute and case law to this area. From pets 
in the home to international treaties on endan-
gered species, the course covers a wide array of 
issues such as legal status, animal rights, animal 
welfare and the use of animals in agriculture, 
sports, entertainment and research. “The law clas-
sifies animal as property, so animal law could be 
described as specialist property law, given that this 
area is distinctive because of the unique character-
istics, interests and law pertaining to the animals 
themselves.” It is a specialised field about which Dr 
Robertson is extremely passionate and to which he 
brings a world of experience. 

Before completing a law degree at Canterbury Uni-
versity in 2003 and working in community law, he 
was a veterinarian and ran a chain of veterinary 
hospitals in Auckland. He has published three 
books on animals and animal care, undertaken 
public speaking engagements, radio talkback and 

television including a stint on our screens as the 
resident vet on 5.30 with Jude, and presenting Fox 
Television USA’s World Gone Wild series. “I recog-
nised that the law plays a significant role in respect 
of animals and the environment, so, after finishing 
with Fox, I came back to New Zealand and did a 
law degree focusing on international law and envi-
ronmental law here at Canterbury — all with a view 
to eventually becoming involved with this whole 
topic of animals and the law.” 

Dr Robertson says that while animals under the 
law have been covered under various headings, the 
new course brings issues of animals and the law 
into one coherent whole. He hopes other univer-
sities will follow Canterbury’s lead and introduce 
animal law in recognition of the fact that New 
Zealand is considerably dependent upon animals 
in its society, business and economy. 

“We’re an agricultural nation and in excess of 50% 
of our export earnings are still animals or animal-
related products. Animal law is arguably where 
environmental law was 15 years ago, and will con-
tinue to develop as the relevance of animal law 
issues is recognised. Animal custody cases could 
also be a possibility if New Zealand followed inter-
national trends, and the property status of animals 
shifted as courts recognised the differences 
between animate versus inanimate property,” says 
Dr Robertson. 

Canterbury University law professor Philip Joseph 
admits he was “a nervous wreck” as he watched 
his daughter Rosara win silver in the mountain bike 
event at the Melbourne Commonwealth Games. “I 
was so delighted for her and so very proud.”

Winning the silver medal capped a remarkable 
year of achievements for the 24- year-old Canter-
bury graduate. Last April Rosara graduated with a 
BA and LLB (First Class Honours) and was awarded 
the Canterbury District Law Society Gold Medal for 
the top law graduate. In October she was named a 
Rhodes Scholar and leaves later this year to begin 
her studies at Oxford University. 

Although Rosara was considered a medal prospect, 
Professor Joseph said he was more than a little 
tense on the day of the competition. He positioned 
himself at the start/finish line for the six lap event 
which he was able to watch on a big screen. He 
admits to having his “heart in his mouth” when 
Rosara took a tumble trying to overtake the Cana-
dian rider. “It was nerve-wracking. I don’t think 
children should put their parents through such 
dramas,” he said. For the first half of the race Rosara 
was locked in behind one of the Canadian riders, 
but managed to overtake her and finish 1 minute 

The Animal Law course will run again in the 
2006/2007 summer school programme at UC.

27 seconds behind the race favourite, Canadian 
Marie-Helene Premont. “When she crossed the 
line, I just felt a tremendous sense of relief. The 
medal ceremony was lovely, unfortunately it was 
the Canadian National Anthem playing, but there’s 
always next time.” Professor Joseph said Rosara 
already has her sights set on the Beijing Olympics 
in 2008 and the New Delhi Commonwealth Games 
in 2010. 

Professor Joseph’s colleague law lecturer Elizabeth 
Toomey was also in Melbourne to cheer on her 
daughter, swimmer Georgina Toomey. Georgina 
made it to the semi-finals in the 50m and 100m 
butterfly and also swam in the heats of the 50m 
freestyle. “It is always a wonderful moment watch-
ing any of our children achieve their aims — and 
getting into the NZ swimming team for the Com-
monwealth Games certainly was Georgina’s aim,” 
said Mrs Toomey.

“The atmosphere around the amazing pool 
complex was electric. It was a very proud moment 
for all of us — Mum, Dad, and her two older sib-
lings — and she knew she had huge support buried 
somewhere in the crowd. “It was a wonderful and 
quite emotional experience — we were very proud 

New course takes comprehensive look at animals’ 
place in law

Off-road success for Rhodes Scholar
of her and of being Kiwis.”
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Foreign Correspondents

Barnaby Hawes on London
The legal sections of London local authorities are 
pretty much run by antipodeans. Councils prefer 
not to have to put their arduous employment 
processes into effect and pay pensions, and the 
antipodeans like it because the pay’s not bad and 
it’s easy to take time off to travel. The councils 
also do a lot more than their NZ counterparts 
including running schools, providing housing, 
acting as a consumer protection body, licensing 
anything and everything, and carrying out the 
work that would be undertaken by CYFS here. 
Consequently they are big employers. 

After four years working in family and criminal 
law in Rotorua, I applied for a working holiday 
visa for the UK. Prior to leaving I contacted some 
‘legal recruiters’ including, as it transpired, the 
excellent Law Absolute. I had an interview shortly 
after arriving in London which included a written 
exam(!) and was offered a position at a council.

I worked in Essex for the Havering Council, about 
20 minutes by train (on a good day when there 
were no strikes, signal failures, the lines weren’t 
wet, or had leaves on them) from London. 
Havering’s claim to fame is a market that is 
more than 750 years old. Mostly, I conducted 
the Council’s prosecutions but I also sat as legal 
adviser on various council committees and gave 
miscellaneous legal advice. 

Although I did qualify as a solicitor in England and 
have a letter from the Master of the Rolls to prove 
it, it isn’t necessary to qualify to appear for Local 
Authorities in the lower courts.

The English courts are similar to NZ ones, though 
with some marked differences. A lot of my Court 
work was in the local Magistrates’ Court. That 
Court deals with the more minor criminal matters 
by way of summary trial and, as in New Zealand, 
holds preliminary hearings for the more serious 
ones. The Court sits with 2 or 3 lay magistrates 
and a legally qualified legal adviser. Hearings 
were conducted in a similar way to here but again 
with differences in procedure and especially in 
evidence. A few years ago the English Government 
decided not enough defendants were being 
convicted so the law was changed to allow bad 
character evidence of various sorts and, more 
recently, hearsay. All great stuff for a prosecutor. 

The majority of my cases involved prosecuting 
those selling counterfeit goods at the market 
or illicit goods (alcohol, fireworks, knives, etc) 
to children, breaches of licensing legislation 
(including a breach of a pet shop licence for 
having 40 dead puppies in a freezer), food 
safety (cockroaches in the cream cakes), dodgy 
tradesmen, health and safety matters, and 
delinquent parents who weren’t sending their 
children to school.

Occasionally I would have cases in the County 

Court, which deals with the smaller civil cases. As 
the Council had legal insurance I would end up 
with the weird and wonderful claims that slipped 
through the cracks. Highlights were defending 
claims against the Council for wrongfully 
trespassing a harasser of librarians from the 
libraries, for failing to collect grass clippings, and 
for maliciously issuing parking tickets.

To my surprise I often found the Magistrates’ and 
County Courts less formal than the New Zealand 
Courts. Every now and again however a case of 
mine would end up in the Crown Court whether 
by appeal from the Magistrates’ Court or where a 
defendant elected trial by jury. Counsel would be 
instructed and this is where things became a lot 
more solemn. Counsel wear wigs and gowns and 
Judges wear bigger wigs and effulgent gowns. 
Courtesy and politeness between bench and bar 
are the order of the day. Efficiency and dealing 
with the matter at hand take something of a back 
seat though. Justice moves slowly in England.

All in all I very much enjoyed my time in England 
and would recommend working in a Local 
Authority to lawyers wishing to experience the 
practice of law in England whilst ensuring plenty 
of time to travel.

Barnaby Hawes

Juliet Tainui on Sydney, London 
and Hong Kong

If I could pinpoint the beginning of my career 
in law it would probably be that warm February 
morning, the year after High School, when 
my father first drove me to the Christchurch 
Polytechnic to un-enrol me from their Japanese 
degree course, then on to Canterbury University to 
enrol there instead. Let me add that although I am 
sure my father was persuasive about the choice of 
University over Polytechnic, I had no negotiating 
power at that point and could hardly mount an 
argument against him. 

At the time I did not foresee the outcome of this 
decision, the options for my life ahead of me, or 
how lucky I was as a result of this.  At that point 
I had not even considered law as a career, let 
alone how that might take me on a tour, working 
in some of the world’s greatest cities, including 
Wellington, Sydney, Hong Kong, and London.  
Thirteen years later, here I am working in London 
for one of the biggest law firms in the world.  
The path I took to get here would have taken 
quite some imagination from a little country girl 
who grew up in a town of 600 (Akaroa on Banks 
Peninsula).  

 To backtrack a little, once I got to the university I 
enrolled myself in a Bachelor of Arts programme 
with the plan of majoring in Japanese and 
finding another couple of courses to make up 
36 points.  I assigned twelve to Maori language, 
which left twelve points for something else.  My 
best friend from school had always wanted to be 
a lawyer and was taking LAWS101, so although I 
had no aspirations of a legal career at that point, 
I thought perhaps I might give that a go too 
as something interesting for a year.   Due to an 
unsettled end to high school I had to wait to see 
if I would be accepted into law.  It was therefore a 
bit of an achievement to make it into the course 
and then pass it comfortably.  

To my surprise, I found my Japanese classes a 
bit dull (bar one crazy lecturer who lightened 
things up no end) so in my second year I decided 
to give up Japanese and continue on to see 
where law would take me.  Like many others, I 
too found the laws 200 courses a real challenge 
and I was daunted by the foreign terminology, 
the occasional singing lecturer, and a bunch of 
what seemed like very bright students compared 
to other courses.  Finding a tenacious streak 
within myself, I stuck at it, and as time passed, 
my understanding and comfort factor increased 
exponentially, with my grades following.

Halfway through my degrees, I was offered a 
summer clerkship with Bell Gully in Wellington.  
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There I spent one of the most fun summers ever.  
In three short months I made many great friends, 
was seriously wined and dined, and in the spare 
time in between was involved in some interesting 
matters which gave me an insight into what it 
might be like being a commercial lawyer.  At the 
end of the summer I had a job offer and so the 
beginnings of a career. 

I returned to Christchurch to finish off my 
degrees and took on a part-time job with the 
in-house legal team at Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu 
as a researcher and general dogsbody.  This was 
during the time the settlement with the Crown 
was taking place.  My experience at Ngai Tahu 
was amazing.  Although I had some appreciation 
for the significance of what I was doing, I now 
know that I was very fortunate to be involved in 
what was a changing point for Ngai Tahu. It is 
time to move from grievance mode to looking at 
development and the future in a big way.  

The work I did was varied and interesting, I met 
many people of “status” in New Zealand and the 
legal brains I worked with were among the best I 
have encountered.  For me however, the ultimate 
thing was that people were using law to achieve 
something they really believed in (which I have 
since discovered can be a rare commodity in our 
profession).  The relationships I built through my 
time at Ngai Tahu also came in handy at the end 
of Law School when I shifted to Wellington to 
work for Bell Gully.  

 As luck would have it, at the end of my law clerk 
year, Bell Gully picked up some work from another 
law firm to advise a group of iwi (including 
Ngai Tahu) on matters related to the Fisheries 
settlements with the Crown. I became involved 
in a series of complex and interesting pieces 
of litigation that had been going for a number 
of years.  Although the substantive case was 
essentially an administrative law one, it involved 
all sorts of arguments ranging from statutory 
interpretation to contempt of court.  Two years 
into this work, an interlocutory matter went all 

the way to the Privy Council, and so I had my 
first trip to London and the famous Downing 
Street.  Shortly after the hearing, I was offered a 
job, that I could not refuse, by Sydney law firm, 
Gilbert and Tobin, as a commercial litigator.  I felt 
that it was time for a change and as I was the 
third member of my Bell Gully team to go there, I 
thought it would be an easy transition across the 
ditch.  Although Sydney’s weather and beaches 
were absolutely fantastic, after a year of working 
really hard on a gas litigation matter (even less 
interesting than it sounds), the pull of the UK and 
Europe became too great, so I packed my bags.   

After three months travelling around Japan and 
Western Europe, I arrived in the UK thinking that 
I wanted a change from traditional lawyering so 
I could travel and enjoy my overseas experience.  
Initially I did a few random office jobs and 
parallegaled for a (dodgy) sole practitioner to fund 
myself, until I came across a role that sounded 
intriguing and appealed to my interest in equity, 
ethics and professional conduct.  The role was in 
the area of conflicts of interest management and 
it was at one of the biggest law firms in the world, 
Clifford Chance.  

Great things about this job included learning 
about the inner workings of the firm, its business 
development and management of clients, and 
getting to grips with the many different cross-
border transactions.  We saw many of the big 
deals happening in the major financial centres, 
and as a consequence, I suddenly found myself 
taking an interest in the financial pages of the 
newspaper as many transactions that I had 
cleared for the firm were reported.  I enjoyed the 
quick turnover of matters across my desk and the 
camaraderie of working in a team consisting of 
twenty foreign qualified lawyers.  All were here 
for similar reasons: to do an interesting job with 
manageable hours; to enjoy London and travel to 
Europe; and to save the mighty pound!  

After a year and a half in London, a secondment 
came up based in the Hong Kong office to 
manage the conflicts and compliance operations 
for the firm’s six Asian offices.  It was too good an 
opportunity to miss, so I packed my bags again 
and relocated to Hong Kong for a year.  Living 
in Asia was a big change from London, a much 
faster pace to get used to and quite bizarre to be 
working and living in a high-rise and taking an 
outdoor escalator up and down the hill to and 
from work!  However, there were many fun things 
to do in Hong Kong: the food was fantastic, the 
nightlife was unstopping, and I got quite used 
to the convenience of taxi-ing everywhere for 
a couple of bucks, not to mention weekly foot 
reflexology massages.  

At the end of my year out there, the firm decided 
to centralise all its conflicts and compliance 
operations to London and New York. I then had to 

make a decision about what I wanted to do next.  
The choices I had involved returning to Clifford 
Chance London, remaining in Hong Kong to take 
up a role in an investment bank “Control Room”, 
or look for a new challenge either back in London 
or at home.  

Ultimately I decided that I was not done with 
London and, gratuitously, a fantastic role came 
up in the fledgling Risk Management and 
Compliance department of another global law 
firm, Freshfields.  Luckily for me (but not quite 
so lucky for the firm), a few months prior, the 
firm had been sued by one of its clients for a 
conflict of interest in connection with a hostile 
takeover of it by another client.  As a result, the 
firm was re-examining its internal processes for 
risk management and so a perfect job was created 
for me to set up a new system and team to assist 
with the management of conflicts risks for the 
firm.  

 A year and a half has passed since I returned 
to London. Since then I have built up a team of 
fourteen analysts (so far all foreign qualified 
lawyers) and we have piloted a set of new 
business acceptance procedures across 150 
Freshfields partners in the UK.  The team gives 
the partners advice on potential legal conflicts, 
commercial conflicts, client relationship 
management, protection of client confidential 
information, sanctions issues, anti-money 
laundering and any other related ethical issues 
that happen to be relevant to the particular deal 
or client at the time.  This can be particularly 
challenging when you are dealing with a partner 
who has a budget to reach and dollar signs in 
their eyes and would prefer no limits placed on 
the matters or clients he or she can work for.  Let’s 
just say that at times the powers of persuasion 
and diplomatic skills necessary to find a way 
through an issue, striking a balance between not 
fettering the partner too much but still protecting 
the interests of the firm as a whole, are similar to 
what I imagine would be necessary at the United 
Nations.  The aim for the next 6 months is to 
be fully staffed with sixteen analysts, to reach 
the remaining 50 UK based partners, and then 
assess next steps (which I hope may be to use the 
London experience as a springboard for assisting 
the rest of the partners worldwide).  So, there is 
quite a big challenge ahead for me, but when I 
look back and remember where I have come from 
and my great university days, it doesn’t seem 
such a big deal.  

 I guess the moral of my story is to take every 
opportunity presented to you, believe that 
anything is possible, and the world really is your 
oyster.  To all the students with upcoming exams, 
study hard, but have fun and enjoy your university 
days too.

Juliet Tainui
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Katie Ellena dreamed of India
I have to admit that the UC School of Law was 
my second choice to taking a slow boat to China, 
seeing and saving the world in equal measures, 
completing a PhD, scaling the world’s highest 
mountains and winning the Nobel Prize while I 
raised my 10 adopted children. Luckily (at least as 
far as the 10 children are concerned) I ended up 
as a rather late entrant to the Marble Palace (also 
known as the School of Law).

Before the first year law exam, I agreed to study 
with my flatmate.  She proceeded to stick little 
yellow post-its with case names all over the 
walls. I innocently said “do we actually have 
to know these cases? I thought they were just 
interesting stories to break up the monotony of 
the legislation?” A very long night later I managed 

to scrape through to second year law with visions 
of yellow post-its swimming before my eyes. Five 
and a half years later I was thrust out of UC with a 
BA in Philosophy majoring in ethics and bioethics, 
an LLB noticeably lacking the more traditional 
Laws subjects, an LLM (Hons) majoring in Medical 
Law and Bioethics, and an admission to a bar 
I never intended to stand at for any length of time. 

So here I was, a few degrees heavier and many 
thousand dollars worse-off, day-dreaming once 
again of my slow-boat to China. At this point, 
however, my slow-boat dreams turned into a 
slightly faster (and real) plane to New Delhi, India. 
With the AIESEC graduate exchange program, I 
intended to see the world and save the world, 
except this time armed with THE LAW, or at least a 
few basics I had noted down on some yellow post-
its for good measure. 

I was going to work with IFES, an international 
non-governmental organisation with a Gender 
and Law Program in India. I had no precise idea 
what this entailed, but the unknown had a certain 
appeal, as did finally having an answer to the 
question “so what are you going to do with your 
law degree?” other than “auction it on Trade 

Me to pay back my student loan”, “give it to my 
Grandma so she can brag at knitting group” or 
“take it straight to the pool room.”

India is the world’s largest democracy and, as far 
as I am aware, the only functioning anarchy in the 
world. Beneath the chaos are unwritten customs, 
rules and of course the caste system that governs 
society. India is the second most populous 
country in the world and has the second-fastest 
economic growth rate. According to Wikipedia as 
at 2005 it has the highest number of Miss World 
winners (in case you guys needed another reason 
to go there).

Of course I knew none of this before I left.  In 
fact, the extent of my knowledge was that India 
housed the Taj Mahal and “mujhe thanda pani” 
meant “I want cold water”, which was a necessary 
sentence after each first mouthful of curry.  I 

set off with only 12kgs of luggage for my new 
anti-materialistic lifestyle (I now recommend 
that travellers take at least one pair of socks) and 
returned 15 months later with 40 kgs luggage, a 
head wobble and a full heart.

Work

In terms of work, the experience was beyond 
what I could have imagined and varied beyond 
comprehension - from the highs of meeting with 
the Chief Justice of the High Court of Rajasthan to 
convince him of a Family Court Gender-Training 
Program, to the lows of constantly editing 
Indian English (“Hinglish”) research projects 
which were replete with abundant magnitudes 
of comparatively ostentatious and indubitably 
superfluous compilations of syntax. 

Some work highlights included:

•  Being part of the formation of a National 
Women’s Body, created to lobby for legislative 
changes affecting women’s rights.

•  Compiling a National Compendium on research 
and interventions into female foeticide.

•  Helping to oversee, direct and structure research 

projects on various projects relating to women’s 
access to justice (or lack thereof).

•  Writing proposals for collaboration with the 
Judiciary and Public Prosecutors in India, to 
improve the conviction rate for crimes against 
women and to improve the experience of the 
justice system for women. 

Travel

Travel in India was also beyond imagination - from 
touring the Himalayas and the Rajasthan desert, 
some of the time on my Royal Enfield 350CC 
Bullet vintage motorcycle, to lying in the foetal 
position by my Indian squat toilet in 40 degree 
heat hoping I would die quickly and be spared the 
misery and indignity that is the infamous Delhi 
Belly. Delhi itself is a meeting of extremes, and is 
not for the faint-hearted. While you can live a life 
which seems inherently western, with the Italian 
restaurants, ultra-hip nightclubs and mega-malls, 
you cannot ever forget that you are in India when 
the ‘page 3’ gossip column goes side by side 
with the ‘matrimonials’ in the countrys largest 
newspapers, and at each traffic light on your way 
home from the ultra-hip nightclub you encounter 
street kids and people with disabilities you never 
could have imagined. 

Some travel highlights included: 

•  Crossing the highest motorable road in the world 
from Ladakh in Jammu and Kashmir to Nubra 
Valley, where I rode a two-humped Bactrian 
camel across an alpine desert. 

•  Visiting the famous Golden Temple in Amritsar, 
Punjab, the home of the Sikh faith, and watching 
the hilarious pomp and circumstance that is the 
border closing ceremony between Punjab and 
Pakistan. 
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•  Washing elephants in a river in Coorg, South 
India, a lush province famed for coffee 
plantations. 

 •  Solo trekking into the Annapurna ranges in 
Nepal, controlled by Maoists at the time.  

•  Riding a motorbike into the sand-dunes of the 
Rajasthan Thar desert where I rode a camel at 
sunset.

•  Bathing in a sacred snake pool (I’m terrified of 
snakes, so I have to brag about this one).

In February I applied for a position with the New 
Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.  
After a nerve-wracking long distance phone 
interview (after a power-cut and sleepless night) I 
returned to New Zealand in May for an interview 
and have since been offered a position with them.  
From unclear beginnings I’m exactly where I want 
to be.

The moral of the story is this:

It’s okay to enjoy being young and not be entirely 
sure what you want to do. I am sure there are 
plenty of people like me hiding in law school, who 
know they don’t want to practise as a lawyer, but 
who want to use their law degree in some way.  
Well, not only is it not impossible, I’m learning 
that it is actually very possible, and it does not 
mean you are a tree-hugging hippie. Choose 
experiences that reveal and refine your ambitions 
and above all, don’t settle.  The world is smaller 
than you think and a kiwi with a law degree is a 
well-regarded commodity in many spheres. Oh, 
and always carry a pair of socks, you never know 
when you might get cold feet.

PS. If you are interested in having a similar 
experience, contact your AIESEC Committee at 
UC (they have corporate as well as development 
traineeships), or send me an email: katie.ellena@
gmail.com

Katie Ellena

Alison Todd and Shane Anderton 
on life as a Treasury Solicitor  
Shane: Lawyers always remember their first “big” 
case. When I left Canterbury Law School at the 
end of 2000 I was lucky enough to begin my 
legal career at Bell Gully in Wellington. I worked 
with Chris Finlayson (now MP) on a case for the 
Attorney General for England & Wales, which took 
me all the way to the Privy Council in London. 
Our client was the Treasury Solicitor. Three years 
later I decided to try my luck in England. There 
were however, traps for the unwary young lawyer 
who was keen to gain experience in the cut and 
thrust of public law. First, the market was dire 
– especially for antipodeans – well that is what 
the recruitment agents told me anyway. Despite 
over 2 years of solid litigation experience I would 
be treated as a “newly” qualified. The prospects 

were not good. So, being a typical New Zealander, 
I cold called and bugged people until someone 
gave me a decent job.

Luckily it worked. It was at this point that my old 
clients offered me a position in the public law 
team at the Treasury Solicitor’s department, or 
“TSol” as it’s now known. I had no idea what to 
expect at the time. I did not think for a minute I 
would still be there almost 3 years later. Overall, 
it has been an extremely rewarding place to work 
particularly when I think of the cases I have been 
involved in and the places I have been “On Her 
Majesty’s Service”. 

Alison: Fortunately for me, Shane had proved 
himself to be quite a useful and trusted chap 
at TSol and was thus able to recruit me to the 
department last year. Although I had some public 
law experience from New Zealand, having worked 
as a Judge’s clerk and in the criminal team at the 
Crown Law Office, I was not hugely experienced 
in the area and, like Shane, was unsure what to 
expect from working as a public lawyer for the 
UK government. However, since coming here a 
year ago, I haven’t looked back. The fast-paced 
and high-profile nature of public law litigation is 
hard to resist, and I hope to remain here to soak 
it all up.

The Treasury Solicitor’s Department provides 
legal services to central government departments 
and other publicly funded bodies in England and 
Wales. We both work in the general public law and 
tribunals team.

Most of the cases we have been involved in are 
judicial reviews and statutory appeals to inferior 
Tribunals. You are very much at the coal face of 
public law decision making; some of your advice 
is front end (advising on the sanctity of policies 
and criteria), or back end (cleaning up the mess 
once proceedings are issued). The variety is 
endless; we have been sent to random mental 
institutions in the middle of nowhere (acting 
for both the Mental Health Unit of the Home 
Office and the Mental Health Review Tribunal), 
briefed witnesses in destinations as diverse as 
Brussels and Bradford, been forced to watch 
numerous videos of gruesome post mortems 
and defended challenges to the government’s 
policy on matters such as rates and the country’s 
education system. The quality of work is second 
to none. We have been fortunate enough to have 
been involved in five different appeals in the 
House of Lords, involving clients as diverse as the 
Pensions Ombudsman to issues surrounding the 
admissibility of evidence obtained under torture.

The expectations are high and the job can be 
very daunting at first. The learning curve is steep, 
you are expected to “get on with the job”. There 
is a very basic induction, but you run your files 
yourself, both day to day and strategically. There 
is much more reliance on Counsel compared 

to NZ, but the autonomy you experience as a 
government lawyer is incomparable to the private 
sector. There are risks and you will make mistakes, 
but at least you are given the opportunity to learn 
with full client contact.

We would not hesitate to recommend spending 
some time in the civil service. We have always 
been keen on public law, but there are many 
other teams which provide a specialised litigation 
service in all the recognised practice areas. If you 
are looking for work in the UK, TSol are always 
willing to take on NZ lawyers of all levels of ability, 
and we know of several Canterbury graduates who 
are now working in many of the different teams 
here. It is certainly not for everyone, forget all 
the perks of the “firm”, and the pay is lousy, but 
the autonomy and learning curve is worth it. Is 
it transferable? Yes, of course, Shane has recently 
decided to move back to private practice, and the 
firm he has decided to move to recognised the 
unique blend of experience he gained. 

We have felt, given the size of the profession in 
NZ, that new graduates are often micro-managed 
and it takes years to learn anything or gain any 
practical experience. Think outside the box and 
don’t necessarily dismiss a post in the civil service 
– you may end up working on matters your 
colleagues can only dream of (and it beats sitting 
in a data room). 

Alison Todd and Shane Anderton

Grateful thanks to all our contributors for this year. The 
Editors would be pleased to receive news of other overseas 
alumni for future editions of this newsletter, and photos, 
where possible.
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Todd of Todd Hall

(Written on the occasion of the 
purchase by Professor Stephen 
Todd of a 1966 E-type Jaguar)

The Mole (John Caldwell) and the Water Rat (David 
Rowe) had been up since dawn, very busy on 
matters connected with the law school and were 
eagerly discussing their plans for the day, when 
a heavy knock sounded at the door. ‘Bother!’ 
said the Rat, all over chocolate fish. ‘See who it 
is, Mole, like a good chap.’ The Mole flung the 
office door open, and announced with much 
importance, ‘Mr. Badger!’ 

This was a wonderful thing, indeed, that John 
Burrows should pay a formal call on them, or 
indeed on anybody. He generally had to be 
caught, if you wanted him badly, as he slipped 
quietly along a corridor on an early morning or a 
late evening, or else hurried home on foot to his 
own house in the middle of Fendalton, which was 
a serious undertaking. 

The Badger stooped into the room, and stood 
looking at the two friends with an expression full 
of seriousness. Ratty Rowe sat open-mouthed. 
‘The hour has come!’ said the Badger at last 
with great solemnity. ‘What hour?’ asked Rowe 
uneasily, glancing at the clock on his computer. 
‘Whose hour, you should rather say,’ replied 
Burrows. ‘Why, Todd’s hour! The hour of Todd! 
I said I would take him in hand as soon as the 
semester was well over, and I’m going to take 
him in hand to-day! This very morning,’ continued 
Burrows the Badger, taking a swivel-chair and 
putting his feet on the desk, ‘as I learnt last night 
from a trustworthy source, another new and 
exceptionally powerful motor-car will arrive in the 
car park on approval or return by Todd. At this very 
moment, perhaps, Todd is busy arraying himself 

in those singularly hideous habiliments so dear to 
him, which transform him from a (comparatively) 
good-looking law professor into an Object which 
throws any decent-minded person that comes 
across him into a violent fit. We must be up and 
doing, ere it is too late. You two will accompany 
me instantly to Todd’s car park, and the work of 
rescue shall be accomplished.’ 

‘Right you are!’ cried Ratty Rowe, starting up. 
‘We’ll rescue the poor unhappy chap! We’ll convert 
him! He’ll be the most converted Todd that ever 
was before we’ve done with him!’ They set off to 
the car park on their mission of mercy, Burrows 
Badger leading the way. They reached the ground 
floor to find, as the Badger had anticipated, a 
shiny new E-type jaguar car, of great length, 
painted a bright silver blue (Todd’s favourite 
colour), standing in front of the law building. As 
they neared the exit, the other lift door was flung 
open, and Todd, arrayed in goggles, cap, gaiters, 
lavender shirt and enormous overcoat, came 
swaggering out, drawing on his gauntleted gloves. 

‘Hullo! Come on, you fellows!’ he cried cheerfully 
on catching sight of them. ‘You’re just in time to 
come with me for a jolly— to come for a jolly— for 
a— er— jolly——’ His hearty accents faltered and 
fell away as he noticed the stern unbending look 
on the countenances of his silent friends, and 
his invitation remained unfinished. The Badger 
turned to Todd. ‘Take him inside,’ he said sternly 
to his companions. Then, as Todd was hustled 
through the lift door, struggling and protesting, 
Badger turned to the crowd of students 
assembled near the new motor-car. ‘I’m afraid 
you won’t be wanted to-day,’ he said. ‘Mr. Todd 
has changed his mind. He will not require your 
adoration. Please understand that this is final. You 
needn’t wait.’ Then he followed the others inside 
the lift and shut the doors. 

‘Now then!’ he said, when the four of them stood 
together in Todd’s office, ‘First of all, take those 
ridiculous things off!’ ‘Shan’t!’ replied Todd, with 
great spirit. ‘What is the meaning of this gross 
outrage? I demand an instant explanation.’ ‘Take 
them off him, then, you two,’ ordered the Badger 
briefly. They had to lay Todd out on the floor, 
kicking and calling all sorts of names, before 
they could get to work properly. Then Ratty Rowe 
sat on him, and the Mole got his motor-clothes 
off him bit by bit, and they stood him up on his 
legs again. During the incident, Ursula Cheer 
popped her head around the door to see what was 
happening, but, realising there were no women 
in this story, disappeared again. At the end of 
all this, a good deal of Todd’s blustering spirit 
seemed to have evaporated with the removal of 
his fine panoply. Now that he was merely Todd, 
and no longer the Tortious Terror of the Highway, 
he giggled feebly and looked from one to the 
other appealingly, seeming quite to understand 

the situation. 

‘You knew it must come to this, sooner or later, 
Todd,’ Burrows Badger explained severely. ‘Now, 
you’re a good fellow in many respects, and I don’t 
want to be too hard on you. I’ll make one more 
effort to bring you to reason. You will come with 
me into my office, and there you will hear some 
facts about yourself; and we’ll see whether you 
come out of that room the same Todd that you 
went in.’ He took Todd firmly by the arm, led him 
into his office, and closed the door behind them. 
‘That’s no good!’ said Ratty Rowe contemptuously. 
‘Talking to Todd’ll never cure him. He’ll say 
anything.’ ‘Yes, and he’ll sing anything too,’ said 
Caldwell glumly.

They made themselves comfortable in Rowe’s 
office and waited patiently. Through the closed 
door they could just hear the long continuous 
drone of the Badger’s voice, rising and falling in 
waves of splendid oratory; and presently they 
noticed that the sermon began to be punctuated 
at intervals by long-drawn sobs, evidently 
proceeding from the bosom of Todd, who was a 
soft-hearted and affectionate fellow, very easily 
converted— for the time being— to any point 
of view. After some three-quarters of an hour 
the door opened, and the Badger reappeared, 
solemnly leading by the hand a very limp and 
dejected Todd. His skin hung baggily about him, 
his legs wobbled, and his cheeks were furrowed by 
the tears so plentifully called forth by the Badger’s 
moving discourse (just like Burrows’ students 
after a lecture). 

‘Sit down there, Todd,’ said the Badger kindly, 
pointing to a chair. ‘My friends,’ he went on, 
‘I am pleased to inform you that Todd has at 
last seen the error of his ways. He is truly sorry 
for his misguided conduct in the past, and he 
has undertaken to give up motor-cars entirely 
and for ever. I have his solemn promise to that 
effect.’ ‘That is very good news,’ said the Mole 
gravely. ‘Very good news indeed,’ observed the Rat 
dubiously, ‘If only— if only——’ ‘There’s only one 
thing more to be done,’ continued the gratified 
Badger. ‘Todd, I want you solemnly to repeat, 
before your friends here, what you fully admitted 
to me in my office just now – that this is all just a 
mid-life crisis. You are sorry for what you’ve done, 
and you see the folly of it all?’ There was a long, 
long pause. Todd looked desperately this way and 
that, while the others waited in grave silence. At 
last he spoke. ‘No!’ he said, a little sullenly, but 
stoutly; ‘I’m not sorry. And it wasn’t folly at all! It 
was simply glorious!’ 

‘What?’ cried Burrows Badger, greatly scandalised. 
‘You backsliding chap, didn’t you tell me just 
now, in there——’ ‘Oh, yes, yes, in there,’ said 
Todd impatiently. ‘I’d have said anything in there. 
You’re so eloquent, dear Badger, and so moving, 
and so convincing, and put all your points so 
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frightfully well— you can do what you like with 
me in there, and you know it. But I’ve been 
searching my mind since, and going over things in 
it, and I find that I’m not a bit sorry or repentant 
really, so it’s no earthly good saying I am; now, 
is it?’ ‘Then you don’t promise,’ said the Badger, 
‘never to touch a motor-car again?’ ‘Certainly 
not!’ replied Todd emphatically. ‘On the contrary, 
I faithfully promise that the very first motor-car 

I see, poop- poop! off I go in it!’ ‘Very well, then,’ 
said the Badger firmly, rising to his feet. ‘Since you 
won’t yield to persuasion, we’ll try what force can 
do. I feared it would come to this all along. Take 
him to his office you two, and lock him up, while 
we arrange matters between ourselves.’ 

‘It’s for your own good, Toddy, you know,’ said 
Ratty Rowe kindly, as Todd, kicking and struggling, 
was hauled away by his two faithful friends. ‘Think 
what fun we shall all have together, just as we 
used to, when you’ve quite got over this— this 
painful attack of yours!’ ‘We’ll take great care of 
everything for you till you’re well, Todd,’ said the 
Mole; ‘and we’ll see your talent isn’t wasted, as it 
has been.’ ‘No more of those regrettable incidents 
with the police, Todd,’ said the Rat, as they 
thrust him into his office. ‘And no more weeks in 
hospital, being ordered about by female nurses, 
Todd,’ added the Mole. ‘Oh, dear! Really?’ said 
Todd in a disappointed voice.

With Todd shouting abuse at them through the 
keyhole, the three friends then met in conference 
in Burrows’ office. ‘It’s going to be a tedious 
business,’ said the Badger, sighing. ‘I’ve never seen 
Todd so determined. However, we will see it out. 
He has to stay in his office and must never be left 
an instant unguarded. We shall have to do this till 
the poison has worked itself out of his system.’ 
They arranged watches accordingly. Each friend 
took it in turns to give Todd’s lectures, and sing 
if necessary. At first Todd was undoubtedly very 
trying to his careful guardians. When his violent 
paroxysms possessed him he would arrange 
office chairs in rude resemblance of a motor-
car and would crouch on the foremost of them, 
bent forward and staring fixedly ahead, making 
uncouth and ghastly noises, till the climax was 
reached, when, turning a complete somersault, he 

would lie prostrate amidst the ruins of the chairs, 
apparently completely satisfied for the moment. 
As time passed, however, these painful seizures 
grew gradually less frequent, and his friends 
strove to divert his mind into fresh channels. 
But his interest in other matters did not seem 
to revive, and he grew apparently languid and 
depressed. 

One morning, when Ratty Rowe was on watch, 
Todd was gone. At once it became clear that Todd 
had hopped lightly out of his office as soon as he 
heard the key turned in the lock, by knotting the 
pages of Todd on Torts together and tying one 
end of the improvised rope round his computer, 
he scrambled out, slid lightly to the ground, and 
drove off, whistling Donoghue v Stevenson, in 
the silver blue Jag which Ratty, Mole and Badger 
had been too frightened to remove. Todd, gay and 
irresponsible, purred briskly along the high road, 
some miles from the University. He almost flew 
along the road in his satisfaction and conceit. 
‘Smart piece of work that!’ he remarked to himself 
chuckling. ‘Brain against brute force— and brain 
came out on the top— as it’s bound to do. Poor 
old Rowe! My! Won’t he catch it when the Badger 
gets back! A worthy fellow, Rowe, with many good 
qualities, but very little intelligence and absolutely 
no education. I must take him in hand some day, 
and see if I can make something of him.’ 

He increased his pace, and as he drove on the 
high road through the open country, he was only 
conscious that he was Todd once more, Todd at 
his best and highest, Todd the terror, the traffic-
queller, the Lord of the lone trail, before whom 
all must give way or be smitten into nothingness 
and everlasting night. He was reckless, he was 
negligent! He chanted as he roared along, the 
miles were eaten up under him as he sped he 
knew not whither, fulfilling his instincts, living his 
hour, reckless of what might come to him. And 
here is his chant:

The world has held great Denning, 
And treated him like a God; 

But never a name to isolate blame 
Compared with that of Todd! 

The clever men at Oxford 
Have all been given the nod. 

But they none of them know one half as much 
As intelligent Mr. Todd! 

The students all sat waiting 
And looking very mod. 

They cried, “Look! who’s that handsome man?” 
They answered, “Mr. Todd.”

There was a great deal more of the same sort, 
but too dreadfully conceited to be written down. 
These are some of the milder verses. And there we 
must leave Mr Todd, or, as the Editor says: ‘I think 
that’s quite enough of that!.’

Ursula Cheer (after Kenneth Grahame)
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It has been another busy year for the Centre 
for Commercial and Corporate Law. First, in 
November 2005 I took over the Directorship of 
the Centre from Duncan Webb. I would personally 
like to acknowledge and thank Duncan for the 
tremendous effort he has put into the Centre over 
a number of years. 

The book of essays on Sports Law entitled 
“Keeping the Score: Essays in Law and Sport”, 
edited by Elizabeth Toomey and published in 2005 
has been a great success with a second printing 
in 2006. 

Adrian Sawyer has been working day and night 
to produce a collection of essays on taxation 
law entitled “Taxation Issues in the Twenty-First 
Century”. The contributors are leading academics 
and taxation law practitioners primarily from New 
Zealand, with a foreword by Sir Ivor Richardson. 

The essays include careful legal analysis and 
practical commentary on a wide range of 
issues, from the capital/revenue distinction, to 
the appropriateness of the regimes for taxing 
offshore investments, and tax issues associated 
with a single trans-Tasman economic market.  
Tax avoidance is an issue with which revenue 

2006 was again full on the competition front. 
There were four competitions which tested a 
range of skills. These were the client interviewing 
competition, the negotiation competition, moot-
ing, and witness examination.

The competition calendar kicked off with the 
Russell McVeagh client interviewing competition. 
This was a massive competition involving 14 
judges, 7 actors and 28 competitors. The final was 
closely fought, with Miranda Grey and Katherine 
Siave emerging as winners. They represented 
Canterbury at the Australian Law Students’ 
Association (ALSA) Competition at Melbourne.

The Buddle Finlay Negotiation Competition was 
won by the 2005 winners, Bridie Balderstone and 
Emily Mander, who represented Canterbury at 
ALSA.

The Bell Gully mooting competition proved 
extremely popular with 62 competitors being 

involved. The four finalists were Justin Wall, Colin 
Fyfe, Janna McGuigan and Arpana Raj, with Justin 
Wall winning the Judges’ Cup as the top mooter. 
Justin, Colin, and Arpana represented Canterbury 
at ALSA. 

The Canterbury Mooting Team successfully 
defended their position as New Zealand 
champions at the New Zealand Law Students 
Association competitions held in Waikato in 
August 2006. 

After four preliminary rounds it was a Waikato 
v Canterbury final. The victory means that the 
Canterbury Team will, once again, travel to 
Washington DC in April 2007 to compete in the 
Jessup Mooting Competition. Congratulations 
go to Colin Fife, Justin Wall, Janna McGuigan and 
Arpana Raj.

The Minter Ellison Witness Examination 
competition was won by Anna Lightfoot, who 
represented Canterbury at ALSA.

Thanks are due to Simon Dorset and Chris Gallavin 
for their help in organising these competitions, 
and to the competition sponsors.

Law student’s mooting success 
continues
Canterbury University law student Justin 
Wall continued his winning streak in moot 
competitions.

authorities globally wrestle. Essays in this book 
analyse recent case law in the area, as well as 
reviewing behavioural research on tax compliance 
and the role of tax practitioners in taxpayer 
compliance. In what is a rare insight into the 
internal workings of part of the Inland Revenue 
Department, one essay reviews the adjudication 
function of the IRD. A second essay reviews 
the legislative framework and operation of the 
binding rulings unit of the IRD. Reflecting the 
importance of taxes other than income tax, there 
are also essays on the going concern issue with 
GST and the taxation of fringe benefits. On 19 July 
2006 Sir Ivor Richardson officially launched this 
book at the School of Law with academics and 
members of the legal and taxation profession in 
attendance. 

Adrian has done a fantastic job putting this book 
together. It will be an invaluable resource for 
legal practitioners involved in taxation law and 
practice, taxation law academics, taxation law 
students, and tax policy officials. If you would like 
to purchase a copy, please email heather.couch@
canterbury.ac.nz, but be quick. Given the diverse 
topics covered and the very reasonable price of 

$55, this publication is likely to be another ‘best 
seller’! 
Andrew Maples

The third-year law student was first equal in 
the Te Hunga Roia Mäori o Aotearoa National 
Mäori Moot Whakataetae held in Christchurch 
in September 2005. His win followed a second 
placing at the Australian Law Students’ 
Association Mooting Competition in Perth in 
July and a first at the New Zealand Law Students 
Association Mooting Championship in early 
September.

The latest moot was different to conventional 
competition in that the issue was split into a legal 
issue as well as an issue about tikanga Mäori. The 
tikanga issue is argued in te reo Mäori.

The main issue of the moot was whether 
a student who is not Mäori was allowed to 
participate in a mooting competition held at the 
annual Mäori Law Society Conference. Justin was 
arguing on the student’s behalf, saying that she 
could not be lawfully excluded from participating.

He took the legal issue which involved 
interpreting the Mäori Law Society’s constitution 
and arguing that the actions of excluding the 
student were contrary to the New Zealand Bill of 
Rights Act.

In the final decision, the judges decided that they 
could not distinguish between the tikanga issue 
(argued by Willow-Jean Downs from Waikato 
University) and the legal issue so they awarded the 
title to both Justin and Willow-Jean on a joint basis.”

Centre for Commercial and Corporate Law

Competitions

Canterbury Mooting Team 2006. Left to right: Colin Fife, 
Janna McGuigan, Dr Chris Gallavin (Coach), Justin Wall and 
Arpana Raj.
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The Gold Medal in Law 2005 was awarded to 
James Shaerf. The University Prize in Law was 
awarded to Olivia Grainger while the Brooker’s 
Prize in Legal System was won by Graeme 
Randle. The Macarthur Prize in Law winner 
was Nicholas Letham and the Minter Ellison 
Rudd Watts Prize was won by Sarah Connell. 
Joint winners of the Iain Johnston Memorial 
Prize in Family Law were Sarah Connell and 
Jonathan Wong and the Duncan Cotterill Prize 
in Equity and Succession joint winners were 
Grace Lee and Stephanie Woods. The winner 
of the Duncan Cotterill Award in Law for 2005 
was Jenna Rennie. The Wynn Williams & Co 
Prize in Torts was won by Rosemary Driver and 
the Raymond Donnelly & Co Prize in Criminal 
Law went to Jeremy Johnson. The Russell 
McVeagh Award for Excellence in Intellectual 
Property Law winner was James Shaerf and 
Anna Chartres was the winner of the Anthony 
Harper Prize in Banking or Insurance Law. 
Natasha Caldwell won both the Anderson 
Lloyd Caudwell Prize in Land Law and the 
Anderson Lloyd Caudwell Prize in Contract. 
The Canterbury Law Review Prize went to Toni 

Moyes. The LEADR Dispute Resolution Prize 
winner was Charles Mullins. 

Congratulations to all 2006 UC 
Emerging Leaders’ Scholarship 
winners studying law.
2006 Law UC Emerging Leader:

Holly Anderson (LLB/BA) - Marlborough Girls’ 
College, Blenheim 

2006 UC Emerging Leaders:

Charles Baker (LLB) - King’s College, Auckland, 
Jessica Bibby (LLB/BA) - Aranui High School, 
Christchurch, Janet Dick (LLB/BA) - Rangi Ruru 
High School, Christchurch, Vincent Enoka 
(LLB) - Cashmere High School, Christchurch, 
Dominica Finch (LLB/BA) - Villa Maria 
College, Christchurch, Kate Harris (LLB/BA) 

- Mairehau High School, Christchurch, Fiona 
Henderson (LLB/BA) - Marlborough Girls’ 
College, Blenheim, Sarah Keast (LLB/BA) 

- Hamilton Girls’ High School, Hamilton, 
Gemma Nancollis (LLB/BSc) - Mairehau High 
School, Christchurch, Joanne Taylor (LLB/BA) 

- Otumoetai College, Tauranga.

James Shaerf receives his medal from John Brandts-
Giesen, President, Canterbury District Law Society

The inaugural University of Canterbury 
School of Law Undergraduate 
Scholarship was presented to Taryn 
Welsh at a ceremony held recently in 
the Law School. The scholarship will 
pay Taryn’s first year law degree fees 
and then half fees for a further three 
years. The scholarship is administered 
by the University of Canterbury 
Foundation.

Also honoured at the ceremony were the 
five recipients of the 2006 Canterbury Law 
Scholarships: Sarah Keast (Hamilton Girls’ High 
School); Laura Lock (Hillmorton High School); 
Danielle McKay (Rangi Ruru Girls’ School); Amanda 
Thomas (Waimea College); and Madeleine 
Thwaites (Villa Maria College) who each received 
$1000. A further 15 students were awarded 
bursaries valued at $500.

Dominica Finch has earned the inaugural HMNZS 
Canterbury Scholarship for 2006. The prestigious 
scholarship was established by the Royal New 
Zealand Navy (RNZN) last year on the occasion 
of the decommissioning of the Leander frigate 
HMNZS Canterbury. It recognises the long and 

supportive relationship between the RNZN and 
the province of Canterbury.

The scholarship is awarded on the basis of 
academic achievement, leadership potential, 
involvement in sport, cultural and community 
activities and demonstration of the RNZN core 
values of comradeship, courage and commitment. 

Dominica, is studying towards degrees in law and 
the arts at Canterbury, and will receive $10,000 
to cover her first-year tuition fees and a living 
allowance. In addition to receiving the HMNZS 
Canterbury Scholarship, Dominica was recently 
awarded the Christchurch Symphony F Stuart-
Jones Scholarship, worth $500, to enable her to 
continue her musical studies while at university. 
Dominica was also named a UC Emerging Leaders’ 
Dux Scholar.

Britta Nuemann and Andrea Roth of the LLM 
(ILAP) and MILP course were chosen to represent 
New Zealand at the 44th Geneva Graduate 
study programme 2006. To be chosen for this 
programme is an outstanding achievement. The 
programme ran for three weeks in July in Geneva, 
Switzerland.

Stuart Barnard (2005) won the College of Law’s 
overall award for the highest aggregate results 
in its New Zealand professional studies course 

Prizes 2005 - 2006

Scholarships and Awards
during 2005. As well as gaining the overall award, 
Stuart was the July course winner for the highest 
overall result. Stuart completed his LLB (Hons) at 
Canterbury University and currently works with 
the commercial team at Minter Ellison Rudd Watts 
in Wellington.

A CWLA scholarship was awarded in 2005 to Kate 
Johnson (2004). After completing her LLB and BA 
(Majoring in classical history) Kate began work as 
a Law Clerk at Kensington Swan in Wellington.

Karyn Willyams, Law Library Assistant Manager, 
graduated Masters of Business Administration in 
December 2005.

Chief of Navy Rear Admiral David Ledson (front row second 
from left) presented Dominica Finch with her award at 
a ceremony held on campus on 20 March to honour UC 
Emerging Leaders.
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The Home Front

Wayne Kerr
When Richard Scragg asked me to provide an 
article for this publication I thought, why would 
anyone want to know what someone still living 
in New Zealand was up to. I understand that this 
article is directed at past Máori students and what 
they are doing now, so I should start by introduc-
ing myself:

Téná koutou, téná koutou, téná koutou katoa. 
Ko Maakeo tóku maunga. 
Ko Waiáua tóku awa. 
Ko Nikutere tóku waka. 
Ko Whakatohea tóku iwi. 
Ko Ngta rua tóku hapú. 
Ko Werehiko ráua ko Catherine óku mátua. 
Nó West Coast au. 
Kei Ótautahi tóku káinga ináianei. 
Ko Wayne Kerr tóku ingoa. 
Nó reira téná koutou, téná koutou, téná koutou 
katoa.

My father was full Máori and my mother was Scot-
tish, therefore I am half Máori and half Scottish. 
I grew up in a pakeha family and it was not until 
recently (past 10 years) that I have become aware 
of my Máori heritage. Since this time I have tried 
to learn as much about my heritage as I can. (both 
Máori and Scottish) 

Due to an injury in 1997, I was forced to look at 
a change in career and as such I commenced a 
double degree at Canterbury. I completed my 
degree, (B.A. in Political Science, LLB Law) in 2003 
at the grand old age of 43. The thought of going 
to university never entered my mind as a youth. I 
left school at 16 and entered the work force. Like 
many mature students I decided to study law 
because I wanted to help seek justice for those 
who could not defend, for whatever reason, 
themselves. In other words we had been screwed 
over by the system and we wanted some kind of 
payback.

From my point of view I wanted to study Con-
stitutional Law and make a difference by having 

some sort of input into the making of Law. Luckily 
for me I was not a big reader of books and could 
not manage to get through Administrative Law. 
As a result I drifted toward Criminal Law (some-
thing I always swore I would not practise). Finally 
after many hours of drinking coffee in the law 
café I managed to scrape through university and 
my Professionals. Please don’t take my flippant 
comment about the cafe seriously. I have the 
greatest respect for my fellow mature students as 
I know only too well just how hard it is to return 
to study later in life. Even more so, I wish to con-
gratulate all the students who went straight from 
school to university. To me this is even harder. I 
know as a teenager I would not have managed to 
finish university.

Finally, in 2004 I completed my Professionals and 
was ready to take the world by storm (in reality 
43, no prospect of work and still with a family to 
support). While studying, I had taken the oppor-
tunity to volunteer at the Community Law Centre. 
This gave me an insight into how I could live my 
dream and help the people I had aimed to when I 
first entered University.

Given that I am part Máori, I decided to volunteer 
at Máori Legal Services while I looked for a full 
time job. Again, fortunately for me I was at the 
right place at the right time. After 2 months the 
position of Manager became available at Máori 
Legal Services (the only time being older had its 
advantages). I was appointed to the position of 
Manager/Lawyer in May 2004 and held that posi-
tion for 2 years.

During this time I was lucky enough to have the 
opportunity to appear in court on a regular basis, 
complete the Duty Solicitors course, go on the 
Duty Solicitor roster and help people along the 
way. 

I have enjoyed the two years with Máori Legal 
Services but recently resigned to pursue my own 
practice as a Barrister Sole. 

Wayne Kerr

Stacey Lulham
I moved to Wellington in 2005 after graduating 
from Canterbury with an LLB (Hons) and BA. I’m 
loving my new home. While I miss Christchurch, 
Wellington is a fantastic city to live in - the 
number of young people gives the place a great 
buzz. It is so easy to meet people and there is 
always something going on. I have also become 
involved with the Young Lawyers’ Committee (part 
of the Wellington District Law Society) which has 
been a lot of fun, as well as being a great way to 

get involved in the legal profession. 

I have been working in the banking and financial 
services department at Bell Gully for the last year 
and a half. I have primarily worked on financing 
transactions, acting for both borrowers and 
lenders. However, as well as banking, I have 
also had a wide variety of other work to do 
– for example work on corporate, commercial 
and trust-related matters. I have really enjoyed 
working in a large firm, particularly because of the 
support that is provided. It is reassuring knowing 
that there is always someone who can help you 
out when you have questions. 

Before I came here I knew little about the 
corporate world, but I feel that I am beginning 
to gain an understanding of banking, and of 
business in general. It’s great working in such 
an exciting and stimulating environment. I can 
definitely envisage myself in this area of the law 
for years to come. Overall the experience I’ve had 
working here will stand me in good stead for 
post-graduate study and working overseas in a 
few years’ time when I join the mass exodus of 
solicitors off to London. 

Stacey Lulham
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Kim Rigby
I have always been fascinated reading the war 
stories of other law school graduates. From the 
widely travelled to the vastly experienced, it is a 
comfort to know that people are out there living 
the dream. So I’ll have to admit that when I was 
asked to contribute my story to this newsletter 
a small part of me wondered if they hadn’t 
confused me with some other past student 
with a more colorful story to tell. I have never 
been offshore. Apart from a decade long stint 
in the North Island, I haven’t lived outside of 
Christchurch, and with only a couple of years 
under my belt working for Te Rünanga o Ngäi 
Tahu, I haven’t even been practising for that long.

However on deep reflection, I have realized 
that while it’s not a particularly long way from 
Canterbury University to Hereford Street for this 
particular defender of the underdog with anti 
capitalist tendencies to find herself working for 
one of the biggest iwi corporations in the country, 
it was a long way indeed! If I had allowed myself 
to imagine a life after law school I can’t say I 
would have envisioned the life that I lead now. 
Working in a corporate environment is a world 
away from being a single mother, ex wool classer, 
and ex kohanga reo teacher. It certainly doesn’t fit 
with my views on capitalism and innate aversion 
to politics.

Yet in a lot of ways this particular corporation is 
the perfect fit for a person like me. Our corporate 
motto, mõ tãtou ã mõ kã uri ãmuri ake nei, for us 
and our children after us, is a tenet by which I live 
my life. To be able to take that into your working 
day, the understanding that what you do impacts 
directly upon the future of your children, drives 
you in a way you cannot imagine. The need to 
future proof everything we do provides varied 
and exciting legal challenges and ensures that we 
never grow complacent. 

Let’s face it, it would be easy to get complacent 
when you live in a country like New Zealand, even 
working in iwi issues. After all we aren’t killed for 
views that are contrary to the government of the 

day, and in the most part New Zealanders are a 
politically savvy people with a fundamental sense 
of fairness – aren’t they?

A quick Google search of Maori issues usually 
helps keep my Pollyanna side in check. More 
importantly it reminds me why I do what I do.  

“As for the Maori people wanting control over 
Maori designs, and the flora and fauna of New 
Zealand, that’s ridiculous. I really do hope that 
all races will end up being treated equally here in 
New Zealand - soon.” - Ryan Monday, 19 June 2006 
12:57 p.m. (http://www.act.org.nz/news-article.
aspx?id=27594)

It has been an amazing journey and I am relishing 
working in one of the most varied legal practices 
you could imagine. I have made submissions 
to select committees, working parties and 
government departments. I had a hand in 
organizing the visit of the Special Rapporteur for 
the United Nations, Rodolfo Stavenhagen, and 
have travelled all over the country on various legal 
missions. I, along with my two teenage sons, a 
hundred or so of my co-workers and thousands 
of other New Zealanders, have taken part in a 
political protest for the Foreshore and Seabed Act, 
for all the good it did us. I have worked with some 
of the most well known names in Maoridom, as 
well as a fair few Pakeha scholars, politicians and 
non–governmental organizations, all in the space 
of a couple of years.

I’ve often been asked how I ended up practising 
law, and I have to say it was via a rather circuitous 
path. One of the major influences in my life 
was watching Liam Jeory, the TVNZ Foreign 
Correspondent. The man was everywhere. If there 
was a story of corruption, war or oppression he 
was there: Liam Jeory in Mogadishu, Liam Jeory in 
London. It was the stuff of dreams for a shearing 
shed hand on the North Island’s East Coast. 

By the time Liam had decided to retire from 
foreign correspondence I had decided I would take 
up the mantle and pursue a career bringing the 
truth to people’s living rooms. I’ll admit I saw my 
broadcast tag line a little more along the lines of 

Mervyn Glue
In February 2006, the Christchurch District Court 
farewelled lawyer Mervyn Glue after a 43 year 
career as a barrister. Christchurch’s legal fraternity 
gave a surprise send-off on the 80-year-old’s 
last day as a practising lawyer. James Rapley 
introduced Glue and his wife Jennipher who 
received a standing ovation. To a packed Police 
Court, Glue responded “Thank you very much 
indeed. I’m quite overwhelmed.”

Mervyn entered Teachers’ College in 1947, 
combined teaching with university, and in 1954 
entered the army as an educational officer with a 
BA degree. He spent several years as a secondary 
teacher, largely at Christchurch Boys’ High School. 
He started in 1961 as a junior to Christchurch 
counsel Benj Drake.

His acting career started at the University 
of Canterbury under the tutelage of Dame 
Ngaio Marsh. Judge Stephen Erber spoke of 
meeting Glue in 1959 when they were both in a 
production of Anthony and Cleopatra. Glue’s nude 
performance in Foreskin’s Lament was also the 
subject of speakers at his farewell.

In retirement, Glue plans to keep up his interests 
in drama, television and reading.

“Kim Rigby from some safe balmy beach in the 
Caribbean” than “Kim Rigby down in some fox 
hole being shot at”, but still I did see myself as an 
intrepid journo and that was the path I wanted to 
take through university.

Fate, luck and the New Zealand education system 
intervened and journalism was a post graduate 
subject, so like thousands of other would-be 
journalists out there I was forced to come up with 
an undergrad degree. I chose law and as they say, 
the rest is history.

So what of the future? I’m a little reticent to say 
I’ll be here at Te Rünanga o Ngäi Tahu forever. It’s 
a little like those couples that stand up and shout 
to the world that their marriage is rock solid, and 
the next Woman’s Weekly is bound to have a story 
of their bitter bust up. So I’ll save myself the Jenn 
and Brad scenario and just say that for now I love 
working here. I want to continue working for my 
iwi for as long as they’ll have me but if it all falls 
apart tomorrow who knows, there will be another 
influence, another Liam Jeory to start me on my 
journey. In the meantime I’ll keep reading those 
blogs and reminding myself that our children 
deserve to grow up in a better informed country.

Many “Maori” are unable to speak the language, 
so are only of that race for benefit purposes. 

- James - Friday, 23 June 2006 7:25 p.m (http://
www.act.org.nz/news-article.aspx?id=27594)

Kim Rigby

Ursula Cheer, Kim Rigby and Anne O’Brien
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Branches in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch 
and Dunedin

The Institute of Professional Legal 
Studies (IPLS) has provided training 
for New Zealand law graduates since 
1987. In 2004 we developed our course 
to provide a second option for law 
graduates preparing for admission, a 
part-time course, Online.

Trainees enrolled with the IPLS can now choose 
how they wish to complete ‘Profs’, Part-time 
Online or Fulltime Onsite.

Exciting times for the Christchurch Branch.

The Christchurch Branch is thriving. We are 
settled into our Hereford Street premises and 
trainee numbers enrolled in both of our courses 
remain strong and are increasing. Heather 
Murdoch has been appointed as Branch Manager 
and she continues in her role as a Litigation 
Instructor. Al Manco and Sue Foley have joined 
us as instructors and Michele Porteous has been 
appointed as Branch Administrator. Both Al and 
Sue are qualified lawyers, each with several years 
experience in private practice. Many of you will 
know Al and Sue through their work as tutors at 
the University of Canterbury. 

Members of the legal profession also join us on a 
regular basis, as guest Judges, speakers and guest 
advocates.

Access to the Branch Resources: Premises and 
Instructors

An important part of the success of our training 
courses is that all trainees have access to the 
Branch facilities and we have fulltime Instructors 
working with the groups. Instructors work from 
our Branch premises at 137 Hereford Street, 
Christchurch. Trainees enrolled on our Part- time 
Online course can come to the Branch at any time 
to access our online resources (Thomson Brookers 
and Lexis Nexis), use our computers or meet with 
their instructor. Trainees enrolled in our Fulltime 
Onsite course will have an instructor working with 
their group throughout the 13 week course.

The main advantage of being located in the 

central business district is that we are close to 
the Courts, Land Information New Zealand, the 
Christchurch District Law Society and importantly, 
the legal profession. The secondary advantage is 
access to the city with all that it offers! 

The two IPLS courses - which one should you 
choose? 
Online – 15 weeks online and 4 weeks onsite

The Online course has been a great success for 
trainees whose work or other commitments 
make attending a fulltime course less feasible. 
The content of the course is the same as for the 
Fulltime Onsite course but it has been adapted for 
online study. Trainees focus on the skills required 
to practise law in both commercial legal practice 
and litigation. It is anticipated that a trainee will 
work on the course for 15 hours per week (self 
timetabled). A study guide and planner enables 
trainees to successfully plan their study around 
private commitments and complete their ‘Profs’ 
work to a high standard and on time. Trainees 
meet with the other trainees in their group during 
the onsite component of the course. During that 
time the trainees have fun learning the skills of 
office management, interviewing, negotiation 
and advocacy. 

An instructor works with each group, providing 
feedback, written and oral. The instructor can 
give guidance over the phone, in person where 
practicable, or by email. Contact with their 
instructor is valued highly by our trainees.

“When I decided to do the distance learning 
course I was a little apprehensive, but that all 
went away on day 1.  At the IPLS your distance 
learning tutor is onsite at one of the branches 
so they are always only a phone call or email 
away.  I felt supported throughout the whole 
course. My questions were always answered 
on the same day and this took a weight off my 
mind because I was able to get clarity quickly 
about new concepts. This meant my learning 
was aided hugely.  I always felt prepared for 
the assessments as the feedback from our 
tutor was great.  The course was well organised 
online and the time spent onsite was very 
beneficial, plus a lot of fun. 

Distance learning suited me as it gave me 
the flexibility to continue to work but also 
complete Profs - I would recommend the 
Distance Learning Course at IPLS to anyone.”

Donna Frew-Part time Online (Intake 1 2006), 
Employed at Pay Global.

Any law graduate who is considering enrolling in 
our Part time Online course is welcome, at any 
time, to make an appointment at the Christchurch 
Branch so that we can demonstrate the online 
course to you. Our website is also informative and 
is well worth the visit!

Fulltime -13 weeks Onsite

Trainees attending the IPLS Fulltime Onsite 
course at the Canterbury Branch do so at our 
Hereford Street address. The Branch is similar to 
a vibrant and busy law office (or any other work 
place). This helps trainees adjust to the new 
stage in their lives as a junior practitioner and/or 
professional in an alternative career. Members of 
the Christchurch legal profession join us to meet 
with the trainees and to assist the trainees e.g. 
acting as guest judges in the civil interlocutory 
applications or ‘trials’.

“As one of those “mature” law graduates, I 
was looking forward to Profs as I thought my 
working life experience and the fact that I was 
involved in the law competitions at Law School 
would combine to make Profs a breeze.  Wrong!  
It was completely different to what I expected 
and I had to adapt fairly quickly to the fast 
pace of learning, particularly within a group 
situation.  

Law School was all about sitting and listening, 
with essays and projects generally being on 
an individual basis.  University soon seemed a 
long way off when we were put into ‘firms’ and 
had to learn to work with people that had both 
different ideas and different ways of doing 
things… We learnt fairly quickly to trust the 
instructors and to trust the way the course was 
run, to get us there.

Throughout the course we had to stay focused 
to cope with new topics, new techniques, 
assessments, often 2 hours homework at 
night, and doing/learning things we had never 
done before. ..However, it is not until now that 
the true value of the IPLS course has shown its 
true colours.  Working for a Crown Law firm 
in a provincial area has meant a huge variety 
of files passing over my desk.  In the past few 
months I have more than once been thankful 
for the skills picked up from IPLS, particularly 
drafting, analysis, interviewing, researching, 
and court room procedure… without the IPLS 
course, I would have been floundering without 
any idea where to start or where to look.” 

Alison Hannan (Fulltime Onsite Intake 1 2006), 
Employed at Gresson Dorman & Co, Timaru

Course Content –for both Part-time Online 
and Fulltime Onsite

As with the Part time Online course the Council of 
Legal Education determines the course content. 
It covers skills and values that are considered by 
the Council fundamental before admission to 
practice. 

Third Parties
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days at ‘Profs’.

Flexibility - transferring between courses.

If your circumstances change you may be able to 
move from the Fulltime Onsite course to the Part-
time Online course and vice versa, thus giving 
a good deal of flexibility. As to which course is 
right for you, that is a matter for you to decide 
depending on your circumstances. Each version 
of our course has certain advantages and you are 
welcome to contact any member of our staff to 
discuss what is best for you.

Pastoral Care Signatories – International 
Trainees

The IPLS is a signatory to the Code of Practice 
for the Pastoral Care of International Students, 
making us eligible to enrol international students. 
The IPLS has agreed to observe and be bound 
by the Code as published by the Minister of 
Education. Further details of the Code of Practice 
are available from the Ministry of Education 
website at: http://www.minedu.govt.nz/goto.
international.

Support for trainees with a Disability

The IPLS has a Disability Policy and Practical 
Guidelines to assist any trainee with a disability, 
to complete ‘Profs’. Heather Murdoch (based 

at the Christchurch Branch) is the National 
Disabilities Co-ordinator. You can contact Heather 
at any time to discuss any queries or concerns 
that you may have about a disability that may 
impede your performance on the IPLS course.

Application forms

Course application forms are currently available at 
the Law School reception, or by phoning Michele 
at the Christchurch Branch on 964-3100. You can 
also download an application from our website: 
http://www.ipls.org.nz.

Student loans and Course fees

The IPLS is fully accredited for student loans. The 
Council of Legal Education sets the fees, usually 
in September of each year. Keep looking at our 
website for the latest information on 2007 fees 
or alternatively you can contact our National 
Administrator, Jay Jefferies on (04) 463-6393.

Information

For any information on the Christchurch course, 
please contact either: 
Heather Murdoch, Branch Manager, on 964-3101 
or, 
Michele Porteous, Branch Administrator on 964-
3100.

Consistently, feedback from our trainees is that 
completing the course provides the essential 
link between their academic learning to date and 
practice within a law office or a related area of 
employment.

Skills are taught and therefore learnt by a carefully 
designed course that includes introductory tasks, 
individual and group work, role-play and mock 
interviews, negotiations and trials. Trainees enjoy 
the collegiality and the challenge and fun of 
working with others to learn new and essential 
skills.

Assessments – Part-time Online and Fulltime 
Onsite

Assessment of the acquired skill is at the end of 
each seminar and trainees do not face exams at 
the conclusion of the course.

Friends to Colleagues

Trainees are encouraged to build their own 
network of friends and colleagues during their 
time on either of our courses. The friends that 
you make at ‘Profs’ often (if not always) become 
your colleagues for life. Such networks are a 
valuable resource and support as you begin your 
legal career. The legal profession in Christchurch 
recognises the importance in forming these links 
and many practitioners remember fondly their 

LAWSOC
Thus far, 2006 has been a remarkable year 
for LAWSOC. We initially set out to achieve a 
number of things. Firstly, we wanted to expand 
membership to include a greater proportion of 
first year students because historically they have 
been the most reluctant group of students to 
join. Secondly, we wanted to book new venues 
for a number of our events, which we achieved 
by hosting Buddy Night at the Fox and Ferret, 
Riccarton. Moreover, the highly successful Law 
Ball was held at the Civic Centre, instead of Jade 
Stadium.  We also enjoyed a high turnout for 
the Gerald Orchard Memorial Cricket Match 
held in March and again thank Gerard McCoy for 
generously providing wine for the event.  

March also saw a successful first recruitment 
night, hosted by LAWSOC with the assistance 
of the Canterbury District Law Society. LAWSOC 
also supervised the resolution of the final 
competition for the year, mooting, in the last 
week of the second term.  Eight Canterbury 
law students made their way to Melbourne in 
July as finalists to compete against Australians 
and New Zealanders in the annual Australian 
competition hosted by the Australian Law 
Students’ Association (ALSA). The New Zealand 

Law Students’ Association (NZLSA) hosted the 
annual New Zealand competition in Waikato in 
August, which provided a further opportunity 
for our competition finalists to compete against 
other New Zealand law students.  LAWSOC also 
continued its tradition of running a tutorial for 
first year students in preparation for their test 
assessment in the second term.  

LAWSOC has also enjoyed success with the 
Laws 200 and Race Night events, drawing an 
unprecedented number of students to both. We 
plan to host a Bus Trip at the end of term 3, and 
to run a second recruitment night in September. 

A second fully sponsored edition of Obiter will be 
published in October. Following the LAWSOC 2006 
Leavers’ Dinner in September, which was also 
attended by a number of local practitioners and 
members of Faculty, LAWSOC intends to produce 
a 2006 Leavers’ Book, which will be available for 
all 2006 Leavers.

LAWSOC is extremely grateful for the continued 
support of the Canterbury University law faculty 
staff throughout the year in organising judges for 
competitions, and we would particularly like to 
thank Scott Davidson, Ann Hogan, Simon Dorset, 
Stacy Robertson, Fiona Saunders, Julie Scott and 
Heather Couch for all their valuable assistance 
throughout the year.  Canterbury law students are 
extremely lucky in that we enjoy both excellent 
facilities, and approachable, friendly Faculty staff 
who are prepared to sacrifice their time to be 
of assistance.  The 2007 LAWSOC Executive was 
elected at the LAWSOC AGM in August. It is hoped 
that the valued relationship LAWSOC maintains 
with the Law Faculty will continue in 2007.

Cynthia Garton 
LAWSOC President 2006
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Ma te whakatau ka móhio

Ma te móhio ka mórama

Ma te mórama ka mótauranga

Ma te mótauranga ko ora.

(By discussion comes understanding, by 
understanding comes light, by light comes 
wisdom, by wisdom comes life)

2006 has been a productive year for Te Putairiki. 
We have a new executive and a new Tumuaki 
(President), Taryn Tuari. We have gained new 
members and lost some old ones to the big wide 
world and to Waikato University! To the members 
of Te Putairiki who have finished or are finishing 
their degrees this year, kia ora, keep up with the 
hard work and kia kaha to what lies ahead!

We have been very lucky to have a large number of 
new members in 2006. This is in part to the new 
administration team we have in place and to the 
hard work put in by the executive. As members 
leave Canterbury it is always rewarding to see 
the society continue in an upward direction, and 
this year has not been any different. This year 
Natalie Peters was appointed as the Maori Law 

Student facilitator. Natalie works in conjunction 
with Student Services by offering tutorials and 
extra help to Maori Law Students. She has a very 
important position and Te Putairiki is thrilled at 
the work she is doing, not only to help Te Putairiki 
members but Maori Law Students in general.

We had a great start to 2006 when we were gifted 
a tohutohu from the Pacific Island students. This 
was to commemorate the close friendships and 
bonds that have developed over the last few years. 
It is proudly displayed in room 119 and works as a 
good tool of encouragement to continue to keep 
the ties open.

Te Putairiki places emphasis on participating in 
the law school mooting competitions. Members 
of Te Putairiki did very well in mooting over the 
2005 to 2006 period and special congratulations 
go to Justin Wall. Justin has represented Te 
Putairiki on many levels and has done extremely 
well. He Rawe Justin! Keep it up. 

Every year Te Putairiki participates in Te Hunga 
Roia, the National Maori Law Students Hui. Last 
year we hosted it at Te Maturanga Maori, at 
the Christchurch Polytechnic. There was a great 

turnout from tauira from all over Aotearoa. Special 
significance went to the mooting competitions, 
which saw Justin Wall representing Canterbury. 
Justin did what he does best and pulled off an 
impressive first equal. Tau ke Justin! Te Hunga Roia 
2006 is to be held at Te Aute College, Pukehou, 
Hawkes Bay and looks to be a great hui once 
again. Te Putairiki plans to send 15 members to 
participate so keep an eye out for the sausage 
sizzles helping to support our tauira to attend.

Another highlight of the year was the 
appointment of past member Sacha McMeeking 
as a member of staff at Canterbury on a three 
year fixed term contract. Sacha will teach as well 
as completing her LLM and her PhD. She is a very 
busy woman from whom Te Putairiki is extremely 
proud to have support.

2006 has proved to be a productive year for Te 
Putairiki as we aimed to begin some initiatives 
that will aid future members of our society. We 
would like to wish all tauira good luck for their 
studies and encourage people to stop by and say 
“hi” when near room 119.

Na Georgina Dawson

Ask not what the Law Library of your Alma Mater 
can do for you, but what you can do for your Law 
Library!

If you happen to have bookcases groaning with 
thrillers, detective fiction, twopenny bloods, 
giornali gialo, murder mysteries and are seeking 
a good home for them – think of us. We now 
have quite a respectable collection of these genre 
writings, much used by students, academics, 
and external borrowers alike, and we welcome 
donations.

Speaking of external borrowers: if you are a 
Christchurch practitioner, consider some of the 
advantages of becoming a subscriber to the Law 
Library at the University of Canterbury.

Membership costs only $200 per annum – but if 
you are an alumnus, you can join for 20% less: 
http://library.canterbury.ac.nz/services/external.
shtml

One advantage is that membership opens the 
door to a wider range of specialist legal journals 
and law reports than may be expected in a smaller 
professional library, as well as to books on all 
the subjects of the law. Up to 10 books may be 

borrowed, and although journals and law reports 
are not borrowable, articles and cases can be 
photocopied.  

You can also expect information services from 
Law Library staff who will help you find your way 
around, and locate relevant materials for your 
research.

Membership gives you access to the materials and 
services in all five campus libraries, not just the 
Law Library, so you may well find many of your 
recreational as well as some professional reading 
needs met by this subscription.

What’s been happening here lately?  Well, last 
summer saw a flurry of activity in the Law Library. 
All the official publications in the University 
Library system were transferred to the Law Library 
– including the European Document Centre, which 
is the only one in the country. This shift was 
combined with a reorganisation of all the book 
stock, so this is now laid out in classified order. 
If you plan to visit us, and haven’t been in for a 
while, we’ll be happy to show you around.

And then there was the great re-carpeting 
upheaval.  This was sold to us as a Good Thing 
because the original carpet (known affectionately 
to law students as Old Red) was not only worn, 
but had arranged itself into undulating oceanic 
waves across its surface, creating a trap for 

The Law Library

Te Putairiki Maori Law Students Association

book trolleys, wheelchairs, and the occasional 
inebriate….  What had been envisioned as a 
very smooth, silent, non-intrusive operation 
proved in fact to a be a nightmare of carpet-
ripping crescendos, crashing shelves, thundering 
stacks, thumping piles of books… until we could 
no longer tolerate the rising tide of rage from 
disrupted students (yes, the “small summer task” 
had spread itself well into Term 1), and the job has 
been abandoned until the coming summer.  

If you would like your name added to the mailing 
list of interested claimants to ring-side seats at 
the next instalment you are welcome to contact 
me – see below.  

And don’t forget those paper-back ‘tec fiction 
books!

Margaret Greville 
Law Librarian 
margaret.greville@canterbury.ac.nz
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Awards and Honours 
Professor John Burrows is visiting the University 
of Cambridge in September to after being 
awarded a prestigious fellowship. Professor 
Burrows has been appointed the Herbert Smith 
Visiting Fellow to Cambridge University’s Faculty 
of Law and will spend just over a month at the 
English university. Professor Burrows plans to do 
research on aspects of interpretation, particularly 
statutory interpretation and the interpretation of 
written contracts and what differences there are 
given the different nature of the documents. He 
says his research will be aided by the fact there 
were a number of constitutional law experts 
within Cambridge’s Faculty of Law. “So I will very 
much enjoy talking to them about it.” The Herbert 
Smith Fellowship was set up by the Cambridge 
Faculty of Law after it received a gift from the 
large international law firm Herbert Smith. The 
fellowship gives law academics from outside 
the university a chance to spend time within its 
law faculty by paying for travel expenses and 
accommodation. Professor Burrows, who was 
last year appointed Queen’s Counsel, said he was 
looking forward to his fellowship appointment. 

Part-time Canterbury University law lecturer 
Sacha McMeeking has been awarded the Ngata 
Centenary Doctoral Scholarship for 2006. The 
scholarship, for study towards the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy, was set up in 1994 to mark 
the centenary of the graduation of the first New 
Zealand Mäori graduate, Canterbury alumnus 
Apirana Ngata. Sacha’s doctoral research will 
involve identifying and documenting Ngäi Tahu 
customary law on Ngäi Tahu taonga (treasures), 
as well as investigating the extent to which those 
laws remain operative. It will involve talking to 
Ngäi Tahu kaumatua and kuia, constitutional 
analysis and archival work. 

The School of Law is extremely proud that 

Professor Stephen Todd is the first New Zealander 
to receive the John G Fleming Award in Torts. 
Professor Todd is the fourth winner of the award, 
which is made by an international committee of 
top law experts. Past winners of the award include 
Harold Luntz, Australia’s senior torts scholar; 
Guido Calabrese, former dean of the Yale Law 
School and now federal judge on the US Court of 
Appeal; and justice Allen Linden, leading Canadian 
torts scholar and judge. The award was set up to 
recognise those who have made an outstanding 
personal contribution to torts law. Professor Todd 
was born in England and received his law degree 
at the University of Sheffield. He has lectured 
at Canterbury University Law School since 1982. 
Professor Todd is well known for his book, The Law 
of Torts in New Zealand, first published in 1991 and 
now in its fourth edition.

Michelle Rogan-Finnemore and Rosemary 
Morgan have received funding to attend 
conferences and to do further study in the 
latest round of the Vice-Chancellor General Staff 
Development Awards. The awards are designed 
to recognise and assist professional development 

activities such as further study, visits to other 
educational institutions or to attend Australasian 
conferences.

Gateway Antarctica centre manager and law 
lecturer Michelle Rogan-Finnemore received 
funding to help her attend a Scientific Committee 
for Antarctic Research (SCAR) conference in 
Hobart, Tasmania, in July. SCAR is a committee of 
the International Council for Science and its role 
is to initiate, promote and co-ordinate scientific 
research in Antarctica.

Law assistant librarian Rosemary Morgan’s 
award will allow her to attend the inaugural 
Australian Law Librarians Group/New Zealand Law 
Librarians Association conference in Melbourne 
in September. “I hope to be able to impart some 
knowledge to my colleagues and students when I 
get back,” she said.

Linda Beck (1999) received the award of Member 
of the New Zealand Order of Merit (MNZM) 
for services to people with disabilities. Linda 
is currently completing her PhD in Law at 
Canterbury.

Scandalum

Obituaries
Benj Drake (1944) died in July 2006 aged 87. 
Born in Christchurch in 1918, he attended South 
New Brighton School and Christ’s College. After 
gaining a BA at Canterbury University in 1940, 
and being rejected for military service in World 
War 2, he pursued law studies at Canterbury, 
graduating LLB in 1944 and LLM in 1946. He 
lectured law at the University of Canterbury and 
at Christchurch Technical College. 

Drake established his legal practice in 1948, 
then worked in various partnerships. His 
daughter, Jennifer, joined the firm of BJ and JM 
Drake, from which he retired 10 years ago.

Drake’s active participation in groups began 
with presidency of the university students’ 
association and the law students’ association. 
Presidency of the Canterbury Rugby Referees’ 
Association in 1958 and 1959 gave Drake a seat 
on the CRFU committee. He returned to it as 
University club delegate in 1965. He served the 
CRFU until ill-health prevented him in the last 
two years. He was president from 1980 to 1982 
and was elected a life member in 1985.

Michael Begley (2006) passed away on 18 
August 2006. Despite serious health problems, 
Mike persevered with his studies, graduating 
LLB in April 2006 and was then awarded a 

postgraduate scholarship to complete his LLM. 
Mike will be fondly remembered by all staff and 
fellow students.

Robert Fardell (1975) one of the country’s top 
media lawyers, died suddenly on 13 December 
2005. Fardell graduated with honours from 
Canterbury University and was admitted to 
the bar in 1975. Fardell, 52, was involved in 
several high profile cases last year including 
the prosecution of a disgraced former senior 
sergeant who was convicted of assault, 
representing Marc Ellis over ecstasy charges, 
and the SFO prosecution on the case against 
Donna Awatere Huata. 
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NZ Alumni Gossip
Christchurch lawyer Richard Burtt (1972) was 
involved in the Christchurch-produced film Meet 
Me in Miami which premiered in Los Angeles to 
an international audience. The notary public and 
managing director of Richard Burtt & Associates 
lent his home and gardens as a location for the 
film and was cast in the romantic comedy when 
the film’s director approached him to act as the 
head gardener alongside two of Hollywood’s 
Latino megastar Casanovas, Carlos Ponce and 
Eduardo Verastegui. Meet Me in Miami premiered 
in Christchurch in Christchurch on Valentines Day, 
2006. 

Kate Wilkinson (1980) became a list MP for the 
National Party at the 2005 election, supporting 
the Waimakariri electorate. Kate joined Harmans 
lawyers from Canterbury law School in 1979, 
becoming a partner in 1985. She practiced in 
conveyancing, asset protection and immigration.

Genevieve Denize (2000) is back from Australia 
and is now a barrister practising in Tauranga.

Nicole Moreham (1997) has been appointed a 
lecturer at Victoria University of Wellington 
Faculty of Law.

Heather McKenzie has been appointed a Judge’s 
clerk for Justice Baragwanath in the Auckland 
High Court for 2007-2009.

The partners of Wynn Williams & Co in 
Christchurch announced that Jared Ormsby (2003) 
was promoted to associate from 1 December 
2005. Jared specialises in commercial and equity 
litigation and dispute resolution.

The NZLS Board has reappointed Chris McVeigh 
(1967) QC of Christchurch, to the Council of Law 
Reporting for a term of four years from June 2006. 

Jared Holt (2000) returned to New Zealand for 
a visit, and is still pursuing his successful opera 
singing career. Jared has been based in London at 
the Royal College of Music, and now has work as 
a free-lance opera singer lined up for the next two 
years. He put his baritone to good use while in 
New Zealand playing the part of Valentine in the 
NBR New Zealand Opera production of ‘Faust’

Law School Trivia
The University of Canterbury’s School of Law 
received a number of valuable donations this year 
– in the form of time spent by senior Christchurch 
legal practitioners teaching several undergraduate 
courses. 

Bill Dwyer (1990), of Lane Neave, for the second 
consecutive year taught a paper on securities law. 
Immigration and refugee law was taught for the 
second time by Andrew Shaw (1991) and Mark 
Williams (1999), also both of Lane Neave. Tom 
Weston, (1981) QC, Chris Hlavac (1989) of Young 
Hunter, and barrister Dale Lester (1990) taught 
civil litigation. 

The lawyers bring an invaluable practical 
perspective to the teaching of papers which are 
of real importance in legal practice. A close and 
cordial relationship between “town and gown” is a 
hallmark of the Canterbury faculty and profession.

In June 2006, the Press reported that Visiting 
Fellow Dr Kennedy Graham is being wooed by the 
Greens to stand against National’s deputy leader 
Gerry Brownlee in the true-blue Christchurch 
electorate of Ilam. Kennedy turned 60 this 
year and celebrated by completing a triathlon. 
His brother is former National MP Sir Douglas 
Graham, but Kennedy could end up being in 
Parliament too.

A record 34 teams of five, representing University 
departments, the Alumni Association and the 
Christchurch College of Education took part in the 
2006 MDS Law Canterbury Challenge. Teams put a 
tropical spin on the autumn evening, decked out 
in lei, sarongs and lavalava to match the island 
paradise setting of the UCSA Ballroom. No Good 
Atoll, (team members representing the School of 
Law), contradicted their team title to take first 
place honours.

The Law School also fielded a team, the Ivory 
Towers, in the Canterbury District Law Society 
annual Trivia and Wine Tasting evening in July. 
Cynthia Hawes, Jeremy Finn, Simon Dorset 
and Ursula Cheer upheld the honour of the Law 
School by winning once again, although not in the 
wine tasting category!

Julie Maxton arrived in Christchurch in 1978 
having just finished studying law at University 
College, London and completing her bar finals 
in London. She spent seven happy years in 
Christchurch before moving to Auckland. At 
Auckland, Julie held the posts of Senior Lecturer 
in 1987, then Associate Professor and Professor 
in 1993 and Dean of Law from 2000 to the end 
of 2005. Julie has now been appointed to the 
Registrarship of the University of Oxford.

At the end of 2005, Julie was guest speaker at 
the Annual Law Society Dinner in Christchurch. 
Her colleagues and previous students were very 
honoured to farewell her before her departure to 
Oxford.

Eminent expatriate, Professor A.T.H. (Tony) Smith 
(1972), is to return to New Zealand to lead Victoria 
University of Wellington’s Faculty of Law and 
School of Government.

“I am delighted to have recruited someone of 
the outstanding calibre of Professor Smith to 
the role of Pro Vice-Chancellor and Dean of Law.  
In addition, he will take on the role of Pro Vice-
Chancellor (Government Relations),” said Professor 
Pat Walsh, Vice-Chancellor of Victoria University 
of Wellington.

As Professor of Criminal and Public Laws at the 
University of Cambridge and a Fellow of Gonville 
and Caius College, Professor Smith has published 
extensively in the areas of criminal justice 
and aspects of public law. He will take up his 
appointment early in 2007.

Professor Smith obtained his Master of Laws 
with first class honours from the University 
of Canterbury in 1972, and was admitted as a 
Barrister and Solicitor of the High Court in 1979.  In 
1990 he was admitted as Barrister (Middle Temple) 
in the United Kingdom and in 2000 as Honorary 
Bencher (Middle Temple).  His Doctor of Laws was 
awarded by Cambridge University in 1999 on the 
basis of his published works.

Professor Smith is expected to bring a renewed 
focus on research-led teaching with a strong 
international dimension. Keen to return to New 
Zealand to be closer to family, Professor Smith has 
commented that, he is looking forward to being 
back in New Zealand and in the heart of the legal 
community where he has a number of friends in 
private practice and on the bench.”

Scott Davidson, Julie Maxton and John Caldwell
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Among the collective nouns suggested for 
lawyers are “a huddle” and “an eloquence”. Both 
these characteristics were strongly in evidence 
in November 2005 at a reunion of the University 
of Canterbury School of Law alumni who had 
graduated in 1965 and the years preceding. 

It was an august gathering of Law School 
graduates and their guests, including no fewer 
than eight judges, six retired judges, a former 
Minister of the Crown, the former Mayor of 
Timaru and a former Chancellor of the University 
of Canterbury, to say nothing of a number of QCs 
and other eminent legal practitioners. 

As His Honour The Right Honourable Justice 
Andrew Tipping observed when proposing a 
toast to the School of Law at a gala dinner on the 
Saturday evening, the School has “truly made 
its mark, nationally and internationally, through 
the quality of its teaching and through the 
contribution made by its alumni, both to the law 
and to a variety of fields throughout New Zealand 
and overseas.”

In addition to giving old classmates the 
opportunity to reminisce, there were a number 
of events, including a ‘lecture’ by Professor John 
Burrows QC entitled “Then and Now”. Professor 
Burrows compared the “apprenticeship” training 
which he and many of his colleagues had gone 
through to the full-time academic programme 
that today’s students enjoy. He also pointed out 
the different makeup of the contemporary Law 
School where more than 60 per cent of students 
are women. One of the highlights of Professor 
Burrows’ presentation was some film footage of 
the University shot in the 1960s which showed 
a law tutorial in progress under the direction of 
former Dean, Professor Hamish Grey.

The gala dinner held in the Great Hall at the old 
University site in Christchurch was a memorable 
event with over a hundred guests present. 
Lecturer David Round responded to the toast to 
the School of Law given by Justice Tipping. The 
toast to the legal profession was proposed by 
Colin McLachlan and responded to by former 
Timaru mayor, Wynne Raymond. 

The Sunday morning service at the College 
House Chapel, led by University Chaplain the 
Rev Tom Innes, not only gave alumni the chance 
to celebrate the reunion but to remember those 
colleagues who had died. The weekend concluded 
with a barbecue lunch at the University Staff 
Club, at which Nigel Hampton spoke with his 
accustomed impish eloquence.

The reunion was also a platform for the launch 
of the University of Canterbury School of 
Law Scholarship Fund, set up under the aegis 
of the University of Canterbury Foundation 
for the purpose of providing scholarships to 
top academic students planning to pursue 

undergraduate level law at Canterbury. Since the 
reunion, the fund has reached more than $26,000 
and the first full-fees scholarship of $4982 has 
been awarded to Taryn Welsh. 

For further information on the School of Law 
Scholarship fund, please contact Shelagh Murray, 
UC Foundation: ucfoundation@canterbury.ac.nz

The School of Law gratefully acknowledges the 
support of Fiddler’s Green Winery and law firms 

Still legal after 
40 years

This newsletter is an ANNUAL PUBLICATION which will be sent to selected recipients. If you 
are a Law Graduate you will be sure of receiving a copy if you join the Alumni Association.

The Alumni Association website now has a form enabling alumni to update their details on-
line. See www.canterbury.ac.nz/alumni/update.shtml.

Phone (03) 364 2344 Fax (03) 364 2679 
Email alumni@canterbury.ac.nz

http://www.canterbury.ac.nz/alumni/

Anthony Harper, Duncan Cotterill and Lane Neave 
for staging this event.

It is hoped this will be the first of a rolling 
programme of reunions for the alumni of the 
University of Canterbury School of Law. The next 
reunion is planned for those graduating in 1975 
and before. If you are in that group, watch this 
space …

Scott Davidson
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On Sunday 12 March, staff and 
students clashed once again in the 
Gerry Orchard Memorial Cricket 
Match.

Once the rain had eased to a heavy drizzle, the 
staff instructed the students to pad up against 
the new ball combination of Professors John 
Burrows and Stephen Todd. Burrows proceeded 
to rip through the top order and would have 
had better bowling figures if it weren’t for Chris 
“butterfingers” Gallavin. Some towering sixes 
from number 11 Jono Wells lifted the students to a 
defendable total.

Todd, dubbed by a cheeky first year ‘the corpse 

with pads on,” anchored the staff innings. 
The staff’s cause was helped by cameos from 
Professor Joseph and Gerard McCoy, and a 
combination of dubious umpiring and generous 
scoring.

By the time Chris Gallavin hit the winning runs, 
there were more empty bottles of wine on the 
field than fielders.

LAWSOC wishes to express its deepest 
appreciation to Gerard McCoy for making this day 
a success yet again. The students look forward to 
regaining their rightful ownership of the wine box 
trophy next year.

Jono Wells and Thomas Joseph, LAWSOC 
Executive.

Gerry Orchard Cricket Day
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Cricket Bloopers and Quotes
Welcome to Worcester where you’ve just missed 
seeing Barry Richards hitting one of Basil 
D’Oliveira’s balls clean out of the ground.

Brian Johnston, BBC Radio

In the back of Hughes’ mind must be the thought 
that he will dance down the piss and mitch one.

Tony Greig, Channel 9

It’s been very slow and dull day, but it hasn’t 
been boring. It’s been a good, entertaining day’s 
cricket.

Tony Benneworth, ABC Radio

He didn’t quite manage to get his leg over.

Jonathan Agnew, after Botham had spun 
around off balance and tried to step over the 
wicket unsuccessfully, BBC

The bowler’s Holding, the batsman’s Willey. 

Brian Johnston, BBC

It was close for Zaheer, Lawson threw his hands in 
the air and Marsh threw his head in the air.

Jack potter, 3UZ

There was a slight interruption there for athletics. 

Richie Benaud, referring to a streaker at Lord’s, 
BBC TV

Laird has been brought in to stand in the corner 
of the circle.

Richie Benaud, Channel 9

Say, when do they begin?

Grouch Marx, watching a cricket match at 
Lord’s

It’s funny kind of month, October. For the really 
keen cricket fan, it’s when you realise that your 
wife left you in May.

Denis Norden, British television writer and compere

Cricket needs brightening up a bit. My solution 
is to let the players drink at the beginning of the 
game, not after. It always works in our picnic 
matches.

Paul Hogan, Australian actor

Gower is a goot captain, and is goot knowledge 
and literatured in the wars.

William Shakespeare, in Henry V

There is a widely held and quite erroneous belief 
that cricket is just another game.

HRH the Duke of Edinburgh
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